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M.M. OO
in: Cahiers de l’Asie du Sud-Est (Paris) .23, 1988, 23-84
Subject(s): Burma : Language ; Linguistics
Ref.: BAS

‘Macallister, Janet
Strings of tradition [Burmese puppetry] / Janet Macallister
in: Sawaddi (Bangkok) 43.4, 1997, 18-24
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Folk Arts
Ref.: BAS

‘Macan-Markar, Marwaan
Democratic change another hurdle / Marwaan Macan-Markar ; Johanna Son
in: South review (Kuala Lumpur) 3.4, 2002.Jul, 28-29
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Military Conflict
Ref.: BAS

‘MacCarthy, Stephen
Burma and ASEAN : estranged bedfellows / Stephen McCarthy
in: Asian survey (Berkeley, Calif., ISSN 0004-4687) 48.6,2008,911-935
D: S-AI(Z - USA 900)

‘MacCarthy, Stephen
Overturning the alms bowl : the price of wurrival and the consequences for political legitimacy in Burma / Stephen

M. M.
The thing called unity / M.M
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Governments,
Ref.: BAS

‘M. B. T.
The Myanmar Buddhist way of spiritual life / M.B.T.
Subject(s): Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Buddhism
Ref.: BAS

‘M. M.
The thing called unity / M.M
Subject(s): Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Buddhism
Ref.: BAS

‘M. M. T.
The KARNTA exhibition / M.M.T.
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Folk Arts
Ref.: BAS

‘M.M. OO
Les mots anglais dans la langue birmane contemporaine /
Subject(s): Verkehrsinfrastruktur ; Myanmar ; 1988-1995
Ref.: KI-ZBW

'Siebert, Thomas
The Ausbau des Verkehrssektors in Myanmar: eine Be-
standsaufnahme / Bärbel Mack
in: Conference on Myanmar and Southeast Asian
Studies < 1998, Rangoon > : Papers
US: CU(Kroch x) & HU(Widener) & LC : D767.W67
1998

'MacDougall, Hugh C.
Burma in 1984: political stasis or political renewal / Hugh
MacDougall
in: Asian survey (Berkeley, Calif., ISSN 0004-4687)
25.2, 1985, 241-249
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government
Ref.: BAS

'MacDougall, Hugh C.
Burma in 1985: consolidation triumphs over innovation / Hugh C. MacDougall ; Jon A. Wiant
in: Asian survey (Berkeley, Calif., ISSN 0004-4687)
Subject(s): Burma : General & Miscellaneous
Ref.: BAS

'Mack, Bärbel
Der Ausbau des Verkehrssektors in Myanmar: eine Be-
standsaufnahme / Bärbel Mack
in: Südostasien aktuell (Hamburg, ISSN 0722-8821)
15.1, 1996, S. 68-84
Subject(s): Verkehrsinfrastruktur ; Myanmar ; 1988-1995
Ref.: KI-ZBW

'Mack, Bärbel
Die Ausbau des Verkehrssektors in Myanmar: eine Be-
standsaufnahme / Bärbel Mack
in: Südostasien aktuell (Hamburg) 15.1, 1996.Jan, 68-84
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Transportation
Ref.: BAS

'Mackay, Donald
A padre with the Chindits / Donald Mackay.
in: The Covenanter : the regimental journal of the Cam-
eronians ; 1960, 13 p.

Subject(s): Burma : Military operations
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 G/26)

'MacKenna, James
[Review:] Furnivall, John Sydenham: An introduction to the political economy of Burma / James MacKenna
in: The economic journal (Oxford, ISSN 1468-0297) 42.2, 1932, 102-106
Subject(s): Furnivall, John Sydenham
Ref.: KI-ZBW

'Mackenzie, S. P.
D: HD-SAI(60 G 99/725)* HD-UB(99 A 3491)
GB:BL(2000.a.2787)
US: CU(Kroch x) & HU(Widener) & LC : D767.W67
1998

'MacLachlan, Heather
Innovation in the guise of tradition: music among the Chin population of Indianapolis, USA / Heather MacLachlan
in: Asian music (Ithaca, NY) 39.2, 2008.Sum-Fall, 167-
185, 203
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Music ; Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Overseas Communities ; United States
Ref.: BAS

'MacLean, Ken
Reconfiguring the debate on engagement: Burmese exiles and the changing politics of aid / Ken MacLean
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Burma : Economics ; International Economics ; Foreign Aid
Ref.: BAS

'Macquarie University < Sydney, Australia >
Ref.: Asia Society

'Madanayake, Bandu
Sri Lankan and Myanmar Buddhism / Bandu Madanayake
Subject(s): Burmese : British Columbia - Religion. ; British Columbia : Religion - Burmese.
‘Maddieson, Ian
Timing and alignment: a case study of Lai [Hakha Lai, a Tibeto-Burman language spoken in northern Burma and Mizoram State, India] / Ian Maddieson
in: Yu yan ji yu yan xue = Language and Linguistics (Taipei) 5.4 2004, Oct, 729-754
Subject(s): Burma: Language; Linguistics; India: Language; Linguistics
Ref.: BAS

‘Mae Sot’s multi-million baht black market trade
in: Business review (Bangkok) 1988, Nov 15, 23-44
Subject(s): Thailand; Politics & Government; International Relations; Burma
Ref.: BAS

‘Mahadevan, Raman
Immigrant entrepreneurs in colonial Burma: an exploratory study of the role of Nattukottai Chettiar of Tamil Nadu, 1880-1930 / Raman Mahadevan
in: The Indian economic and social history review (Los Angeles, Calif., ISSN 0019-4646) 15.3, 1978, 329-358
Subject(s): Unternehmer: Wirtschaftsgeschichte; Birma
Ref.: KI-ZBW

‘Mahadevan, Raman
Immigrant entrepreneurs in colonial Burma--an exploratory study of the role of Nattukottai Chettiar of Tamil Nadu, 1880-1930 / Raman Mahadevan
in: Indian economic and social history review (Delhi) 15.3, 1978, Jul-Sep, 329-358
Subject(s): Burma: Anthropology & Sociology; Immigrant Communities
Ref.: BAS

‘Mahajani, Usha
India and the persons of Indian origin in Burma / Usha
Ref.: BAS

‘Mains, Tony
The Anglo Indian Community Service in World War II before, during and after / by A A Mains.
in: Journal of the Society for Army Historical Research; 74.298, 1996, Summer, 121-127
Subject(s): Anglo-Indians: Burma: History; 20th century
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 I 67)

‘Mains, Tony
The Armed Forces of Burma 1886-1945 / A A Mains.
in: Journal of the Indian Military Historical Society;
15.1, 1998. Spring, 11-16
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 K /88)

’making of a new constitution’ [chronology]
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Constitution
Ref.: BAS

’Malik, J. Mohan (Jag Mohan), 1958-
Burma’s Role in Regional Security - Pawn or Pivot? / J. Mohan Malik.
D: B-SBB(1 A 359760 Potsdamer Str.)
GB: SOAS(GB950/752.237)*

’Malik, J. Mohan (Jag Mohan), 1958-
Myanmar’s role in regional security: pawn or pivot? / J. Mohan Malik.
in: Contemporary Southeast Asia (Singapore) 19.1, 1997 Jun, 52-73
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; International Relations
Ref.: BAS

’Malik, Jag Mohan <b. 1958>
Sino-Indian rivalry in Myanmar: implications for regional security / J. Mohan Malik
in: Contemporary Southeast Asia (Singapore) 16.2, 1994.Sep, 137-156
Subject(s): Asia Only ; Politics & Government ; International Relations
Ref.: BAS

’Maling Uhku
Narcotic trade and addition in the Kachin hills of Burma / Maling Uhku
Subject(s): Karen : Trade
Trade - Karen
US: HU(WID-LC) & CUKroch) : GN635.A785 D48 1997x

’Malov, A
Ot Ak’iaba do Moultmeina / A Malov
in: Aziia i Afrika Segodnia (Moscow) .1, 1973 Jan, 6-8
Subject(s): Burma : Geography
Ref.: BAS

’Malseed, Kevin
Networks of noncompliance: grassroots resistance and sovereignty in militarised Burma / Kevin Malseed
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Human Rights ; Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Ethnic Groups ; Karen ; Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Ethnic Groups ; Kayin ; Burma : Science & Technology ; Nutrition ; Burma : Economics ; Agriculture ; Land Tenure ; Burma : Politics & Government ; Law
Ref.: BAS

’man in a boat who wasn’t afraid of ghosts’ (Mon) (trans. KTH [Khin Thant Han])
D: HD-SAI (nsp 2.26 A 2000/1625)*

’Man Shar
Interview with Pado Man Shar
in: Legal issues on Burma journal (Bangkok) .13, 2002. Dec, 55-60
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Constitution
Ref.: BAS

’man who dreamed destruction’ [U Nu’s bid for power]
in: Forward (Rangoon, ISSN: 0532-2898) 9.22, 1971 Jul, 1, 18-21
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government
Ref.: BAS

’man who looked for the Lord of Death’ (Arakanese)
D: HD-SAI (nsp 2.26 A 2000/1625)*

’Mandalay
Fort Dufferin - The Upper Burma Club - The Centre of the Universe - Theebaw’s Palace and Its Former Splendours - The Residence of the Chief Commissioner - Mandalay Hill - An Incomparable Pagoda - Mandalay Roads - Burmese Kindness to Animals - The Hairy Family
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GB: SOAS(L JA915.4/453457)
US: CU(Kroch DS408 .G55x 2002++)

*Mandalay*

Subject(s): Geographic : Guidebooks.

‘Mandalay’, David G. Mandelbaum
in: **Far Eastern survey** (New York, ISSN 0362-8949) 19, 1950, 182-188*
Ref.: SAI

‘Manifesto of the Dobama Asiayone.
in: **Guardian** (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 6.1, 1959, 21-26*
Ref.: SAI

‘Man-Myaing’
TEFL in Burma and the NEC / Man-Myaing
Subject(s): Burma : Language
Ref.: BAS

‘Mann Aung Thein’
"Soe" and "San" surgically separated [Siamese twins] / Mann Aung Thein
in: **Forward** (Rangoon) 10.1., 1971. Aug 15, 8-11
Subject(s): Burma : Science & Technology ; Medicine
Ref.: BAS

‘Mann Aung Thein’
1970 film academy awards / Mann Aung Thein
in: **Forward** (Rangoon) 9.19, 1971. May 15, 18-21
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Cinema
Ref.: BAS

‘Mann Aung Thein’
Post graduate medical courses / Mann Aung Thein
in: **Forward** (Rangoon) 9.24 (Aug 1., 1971, 16-19
Subject(s): Burma : Education ; Higher Education
Ref.: BAS

‘Mann Tin’
A pitch dark night [short story] / Mann Tin ; Yenanmyay Ko Tin
in: **Guardian** (Rangoon) 46.6, 1999 Jun, 30-37
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Mann Tin’
Maha Bandoola / Mann Tin
in: **Guardian** (Rangoon) 47.8, 2000.Aug. 25-28
Subject(s): Burma : History ; By Period ; 1752-1947
Ref.: BAS

‘Mann Tin’
Maha Bandoola / Mann Tin
in: **Guardian** (Rangoon) 50.3 2003, Mar, 26-29
Subject(s): Burma : History ; By Period ; 1752-1947
Ref.: BAS

‘Mann Tin’
Never to be subjugated again [British annexation] / Mann Tin
Subject(s): Burma : History ; By Period ; 1752-1947
Ref.: BAS

‘Mann Tin’
The minister is coming / Mann Tin
in: **Guardian** (Rangoon) 42.5, 1995.May, 34-38
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Manottha Kyaw Win’
Ring out the old! Ring in the new! / Manottha Kyaw Win
in: **Forward** (Rangoon) 12.5 (Feb 1., 1974, 21-23
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Folklore
Ref.: BAS

‘Manottha Kyaw Win’
Treasure house of the nationalities' culture / Manuttha Kyaw Win
in: **Forward** (Rangoon) 11.12, 1973. Feb 1, 8-11
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Ethnic Groups
Ref.: BAS

‘Mansell, Christopher’
The burden of Burmah Oil / Christopher Mansell
in: **Management today** (London, ISSN 0025-1925) 1970, 70-81
Subject(s): Mineralölunternehmung ; Großbritannien
Ref.: KI-ZBW

‘Maran Brang Seng’
YyyAnsetzung
Maran Brang Seng in his own words [interview]
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Military Conflict ; Burma : Politics & Government ; Regionalism
Ref.: BAS

‘Maran La Raw’
The nation-state of Burma and the victimization of its co-founders / Maran La Raw
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Ethnic Groups ; Kachin ; Burma : History
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Ref.: BAS

‘Marchal, Henri
Notes d'architecture birmane / Henri Marchal
in: Bulletin de l'École Francaise d'Extreme-Orient
(Paris) 40.2, 1940, 425-437
Subject(s): Burma : History ; Archaeology & Prehistory ;
Burma : Arts ; Architecture ; Burma : History ; By Period ;
Antiquity to 1752
Ref.: BAS

‘Marchal, Henri
Notes sur la Birmanie / Henri Marchal
in: Bulletin de la Societe des Etudes Indochnoises
(Saigon) 2, 1950, 187-195
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Ethnic
Groups ; Kachin ; Burma : History ; By Period ; 1752-
1947 ; Burma : History ; By Period ; 1948-1962
Ref.: BAS

‘Markbreiter, Stephen
Burma's treasure house: ancient pagan / Derrick Tin
Nyunt ; Stephen Markbreiter
in: Arts of Asia (Hong Kong) 1.3, 1971. May-Jun, 30-40
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Architecture ; Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Buddhism
Ref.: BAS

‘Markert, Susan
Burmese lacquer-ware / Susan Markert
in: Sawaddi (Bangkok) Mar-Apr, 1979, 16-19, 42-44
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Ceramics
Ref.: BAS

‘Markham, L.
Reincarnation in Burma / by L. Markham
Subject(s): Reincarnation
US: UCSB(Main BL518 .E2) YU(MUDD My500 Eb73)

‘Marks, G. N.
Recent progress of wolfram mining in Tavoy / by G.N. Marks. –
in: Lectures delivered at Tavoy under auspices of the
Mining Advisory Board. [First series.] – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma, 1918. no.III
Subject: Tavoy (District) : Mineral industries ; Wolfram
Mineral industries - Tavoy (District) ; Wolfram - Tavoy
(District)
US: DI-GS ICJ CU
Ref.: OCLC 30025694

‘Marks, Thomas A.
The Karen revolt in Burma / Thomas A. Marks
in: Issues & studies (Taipei, ISSN 1013-2511) 14.12, 1978, 48-84
Subject(s): Staatsumwälzung ; Volksstamm ; Birma
Ref.: KI-ZBW

‘Marks, Thomas A.
The Karen Revolt in Burma / Thomas A. Marks
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government
Ref.: BAS

‘Marriott, Hugh Leslie <b. 1900>
Medical problems of South-East Asia Command / H. l. Marriott.
in: Lancet < London > ; 1945.1, [679]-684
Note: "Partly based on a paper given at a conference of the Medical Specialists of Allied Land Forces, SEA, in
February 1945. For security reasons, figures are stated in somewhat vague terms"
Ref.: Wellcome

‘Marshall, Andrew
Putting Burma's junta on trial / Andrew Marshall
in: Legal journal on Burma (Bangkok) .33, 2009.Aug, 47-49
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Courts &
Judiciary
Ref.: BAS

‘Marshall, Fred
Coasting along |Burma film industry| / Fred Marshall ;
Ko Myint
in: Cinemaya : the Asian Film Quarterly (New Delhi) 27, 1995.Spr, 4-6
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Cinema
Ref.: BAS

‘Marshman, Danya
Unocal's destructive engagement in Burma--the lawsuit
ensues / Danya Marshman
in: Legal issues on Burma journal (Bangkok) .14, 2003.Apr, 10-16
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Human
Rights ; Burma : Economics ; Industry ; Energy Re-
sources ; Burma : Politics & Government ; Law
Ref.: BAS

‘Marston, Daniel
Lost and found in the jungle : the Indian and British Army
jungle warfare doctrines for Burma, 1943-5, and the
Malayan emergency, 1948-60 / Daniel Marston
in: Big wars and small wars : the British army and the
lessons of war in the twentieth century / ed. by Hew
Strachan. – London ; New York : Routledge, 2006. p.84-
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Burma in 1975: new dimensions to nonalignment / Edwin W. Martin
in: Asian survey (Berkeley, Calif., ISSN 0004-4687)
16.2, 1976, 173-177
Ref.: KI-ZBW

Martin, Edwin W.
in: Asian survey (Berkeley, Calif., ISSN 0004-4687)
17.2, 1977, 155-159
Subject(s): Politische Berichte / Birma
Ref.: KI-ZBW

Martin, Edwin W.
The Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma: how much change? / Edwin W. Martin
in: Asian survey (Berkeley, Calif., ISSN 0004-4687)
15.2, 1975, 129-135
Subject(s): Politische Berichte / Birma
Ref.: KI-ZBW

Martin, Edwin W.
A glimpse into the traditional martial arts in Burma / Michael F. Martin
in: Journal of Burma studies (DeKalb, IL) 6, 2001, 141-152
Subject(s): Burma: Arts; Recreational Arts
Ref.: BAS

Martin, Edwin W.
Burma in 1975: new dimensions to non-alignment / Edwin W Martin
in: Asian survey (Berkeley, Calif., ISSN 0004-4687)
16.2, 1976, Feb, 173-177
Subject(s): Burma: Politics & Government
Ref.: BAS

Martin, Edwin W.
in: Asian survey (Berkeley, Calif., ISSN 0004-4687) 17.2 (Feb, 1977, 155-159
Subject(s): Burma: Politics & Government
Ref.: BAS

Martin, Edwin W.
Sino-Burmese relations post-Vietnam / Edwin W. Martin
in: South-East Asian Spectrum (Bangkok) 4.3, 197.Apr-Jun, 18-24
Subject(s): Burma: Politics & Government; International Relations; China
Ref.: BAS

Martin, Edwin W.
The social republic of the Union of Burma: how much change? / Edwin W. Martin
in: Asian survey (Berkeley, Calif., ISSN 0004-4687)
15.2, 1975, Feb, 129-135
Subject(s): Burma: Politics & Government

114. – (Cass series–military history and policy) – ISBN 0415361966 (hbk.)
HK: HKU(355.033542 S89)

‘Marston, Daniel P.
The War in Burma, 1942-1945: the 7/Ioth Baluch Experience / Daniel Marston
D: HD-SAI(216 mil 2012/27)

‘Marston, Daniel P.
US: LC & NIU(Main) & NNC(Butler): DS442 .M55 2007

‘Marston, Daniel P.
Learning from defeat: the Burma campaign / Daniel Marston.
Subject(s): World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Pacific Area.
AU: NLA(Nq 940.5426 P117)
GB: OUL(M06.D02069) SOAS(D940.5426/936351)
IRL:TCD(Berkeley HL-279-569)

‘Marston, Daniel P.
Subject(s): Burma: Jungle Warfare - Strategy and Tactics
HK: HKU(355.033542 S89)

‘Martin, Dorothy
The variation of free morphemes in compound words in Jingpo / Qingxia Dai; Ailan Fu; Dorothy Martin
in: Linguistics of the Tibeto-Burman area (Berkeley, CA) 18.1. 1995.Spr, 29-41
Subject(s): China; Language; Linguistics; Burma: Language; Linguistics
Ref.: BAS

‘Martin, Edwin W.

114. – (Cass series–military history and policy) – ISBN 0415361966 (hbk.)
HK: HKU(355.033542 S89)
Ref.: BAS

‘Mason, Mark
Foreign Direct Investment in Burma: Trends, Determinants, and Prospects / Mark Mason.
D: B-SBB(1 A 359760 Potsdamer Str.)
GB: SOAS(GB950/752.237)*

‘Mason, Mark
Foreign Direct Investment in Burma: Trends, Determinants, and Prospects / Mark Mason.
D: B-SBB(1 A 359760 Potsdamer Str.)
GB: SOAS(GB950/752.237)*

‘Massachusetts Burma Law of 1996
D: B-SBB(1 A 552289 Potsdamer Str.)

‘Mastersen, Frank [pseud.]
The Burmese heroine pipeline: America's growing epidemic / Frank [pseud.] Mastersen
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Problems
Ref.: BAS

‘Material on Aung San, Ba Maw, Ba Khaing, World War and Burma.
Subject(s):Ba Hein <1917-1946>: Nationalist, Burmese ; Politics and government ; Autonomy and independence movements ; Nationalism ; Literature, Burmese
D: HD-SAI HH-AAI(5:B10 1-8)

‘Material on Ba Hein, World War and Burma’s future.
Subject(s):Ba Hein <1917-1946>: Nationalist, Burmese ; Politics and government ; Autonomy and independence movements ; Nationalism ; Literature, Burmese
D: HD-SAI HH-AAI(5:B10 1-8)

‘Mathews, Bruce
Buddhism under a military regime: the iron heel in Burma / Bruce Mathews
in: Asian survey (Berkeley, Calif., ISSN 0004-4687) 33.4 (Apr, 1993, 408-423)
Subject(s): Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Buddhism
Ref.: BAS

‘Mathews, Bruce
Myanmar: beyond the reach of international relief? / Bruce Mathews
in: **South East Asia research** (Singapore) 2001, 229-248

*Subject(s):* Burma : Politics & Government ; Armed Forces ; Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Conditions ; Burma : Economics ; Economic Conditions ; Burma : Economics ; Finance ; Burma : Economics ; Labor ; Labor Force

Ref.: BAS

‘Mathews, Bruce

Religious minorities in Myanmar--hints of the shadow / Bruce Mathews

in: **Contemporary South Asia** (Abingdon, Oxfordshire) 4.3, 1995.Nov, 287-308

*Subject(s):* Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Ethnic Groups

Ref.: BAS

‘Mathieson, David Scott

[book review]

Myanmar/Burma: Inside Challenges, Outside Interests Edited by Lex Rieffel

In: **Contemporary Southeast Asia** (ISSN: 0129-797X) 33.2, 2011, 262-264

GB:BL-DSL(3425.305500)

‘Matics, K. I.

The walk on water in Inle lake / K. I. Matics


*Subject(s):* Burma : General & Miscellaneous

Ref.: BAS

‘Matisoff, James A.

A new Lahu simplex/causative pair: "study/train" / James A Matisoff

in: **Linguistics of the Tibeto-Burman area** (Berkeley, CA) 2.1, 1975.Spr, 151-154

*Subject(s):* Burma : Language

Ref.: BAS

‘Matisoff, James A.

Introduction to the written Burmese rhyming dictionary / James A Matisoff

in: **Linguistics of the Tibeto-Burman area** (Berkeley, CA) 3.1, s.d., III-X

*Subject(s):* Burma : Language

Ref.: BAS

‘Matisoff, James A.

Labiovelar unit phonemes in Lolo-Burmese? A case to chew over / James A. Matisoff

in: **Linguistics of the Tibeto-Burman area** (Berkeley, CA) 9.1, 1986.Spr, 83-88

*Subject(s):* Burma : Language ; Linguistics

Ref.: BAS

‘Matisoff, James A.

Notes on the 5th Yi-Burmese Conference and subsequent peregrinations / James A. Matisoff

in: **Linguistics of the Tibeto-Burman area** (Berkeley, CA) 14.2, 1991.Fall, 179-183

*Subject(s):* China ; Language ; Linguistics ; Study & Teaching ; Burma : Language ; Linguistics ; Study & Teaching

Ref.: BAS

‘Matisoff, James A.

Problems and progress in Lolo-Burmese: quo vadimus? / James A. Matisoff

in: **Linguistics of the Tibeto-Burman area** (Berkeley, CA) 4.2, 1979.Spr, 11-43

*Subject(s):* Burma : Language

Ref.: BAS

‘Matisoff, James A.

The present state of PST / PTB reconstruction: can we even write a fable in proto-Lolo-Burmese? / James A. Matisoff

in: **Linguistics of the Tibeto-Burman area** (Berkeley, CA) 25.2, 2002.Fall, 225-242

*Subject(s):* Burma : Language ; Linguistics

Ref.: BAS

‘Matisoff, James A.

Trickster and the village women: a psychosymbolic discourse analysis of a Lahu picaresque story / James A. Matisoff

in: **Proceedings of the Berkeley Linguistics Society** (Berkeley, CA) 5, 1979, 593-636

*Subject(s):* Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Folklore

Ref.: BAS

‘Matisoff, James A.

Verb concatenation in Kachin / James A Matisoff

in: **Linguistics of the Tibeto-Burman area** (Berkeley, CA) 1.1, 1974.Fall, 186-207

*Subject(s):* Burma : Language

Ref.: BAS

‘Matisoff, James A.

Watch for number one: Jingpho nai 'I' and lenai 'one' (with some speculations about Jingpho number two) / James A. Matisoff

in: **Linguistics of the Tibeto-Burman area** (Berkeley, CA) 17.1, 1994.Spr, 155-165

*Subject(s):* China ; Language ; Linguistics ; Burma : Language ; Linguistics

Ref.: BAS

‘Mattern, William

Lining up against the Ne Win / William Mattern

in: **Far Eastern economic review** (Hong Kong, ISSN
0014-7591) 89.28, 1975 Jul 11, 27-28

Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government
Ref.: BAS

‘Matteson, Carol
The Mingun temple: Bodawpaya's folly / Carol Matteson
in: Sawaddi (Bangkok) 1979 Mar-Apr, 30-31
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Architecture
Ref.: BAS

‘Matthews, Bruce
Myanmar's human and economic crisis and its regional implications / Bruce Matthews
in: Southeast Asian affairs (Singapore, ISSN 0377-5437) 2006, 208-223
Subject(s): Wirtschaftskrise ; Wirtschaftslage ; Wirtschaftspolitik ; Diktatur ; Armut ; Entwicklung ; Myanmar ; Internationale Sicherheit ; Südostasien ; Sicherheitspolitik
Ref.: KI-ZBW

‘Matthews, Bruce
Myanmar human and economic crisis and its regional implications / Bruce Matthews
in: Southeast Asian affairs (Singapore, ISSN 0377-5437) 2006, 208-223
Subject(s): Wirtschaftskrise ; Wirtschaftslage ; Wirtschaftspolitik ; Diktatur ; Armut ; Entwicklung ; Myanmar ; Internationale Sicherheit ; Südostasien ; Sicherheitspolitik
Ref.: KI-ZBW

‘Matthews, Bruce
Myanmar's human and economic crisis and its regional implications / Bruce Matthews
in: Southeast Asian affairs (Singapore, ISSN 0377-5437) 2006, 208-223
Subject(s): Wirtschaftskrise ; Wirtschaftslage ; Wirtschaftspolitik ; Diktatur ; Armut ; Entwicklung ; Myanmar ; Internationale Sicherheit ; Südostasien ; Sicherheitspolitik
Ref.: KI-ZBW

Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government
Ref.: BAS

‘Maule, Robert B.
British policy discussions on the opium question in the Federated Shan States, 1937-1948 / Robert Maule
in: Journal of Southeast Asian studies (Singapore) 33.2, 2002 Jun, 203-224
Subject(s): Burma : History ; By Period ; 1752-1947
Ref.: BAS

‘Maule, Robert B.
The opium question in the Federated Shan States, 1931-36: British policy discussions and scandal / Robert B. Maule
in: Journal of Southeast Asian studies (Singapore) 23.1, 1992 Mar, 14-36
Subject(s): Burma : History ; By Period ; 1752-1947
Ref.: BAS

‘Maule, Robert B.
The opium question in the Federated Shan States, 1931-36: British policy discussions and scandal / Robert B. Maule
in: Journal of Southeast Asian studies (Singapore) 23.1, 1992 Mar, 14-36
Subject(s): Burma : History ; By Period ; 1752-1947
Ref.: BAS

‘Maulmain : its Importance As a Commercial Centre - Ship Building
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Ref.: SAI

‘Ministry of Marine and Civil Aviation.
in: Burma (Rangoon) 8.2, 1958 (=The 10th anniversary), 221-226* 9.2, 1959 (=The 11th anniversary), 267-272*
Ref.: SAI

‘Ministry of Transport, Posts and Telecommunications.
in: Burma (Rangoon) 8.2, 1958 (=The 10th anniversary), 227-235* 9.2, 1959 (=The 11th anniversary), 258-266*
Ref.: SAI

‘Ministry of Union Culture.
in: Burma (Rangoon) 3.3, 1953, 33-35*
Ref.: SAI

‘Min-Kay-Tu
A lucky couple / Min-Kay-Tu
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction
Ref.: BAS

‘Minn Latt
A contribution towards the identification of the word and the parts of speech in modern Burmese / Minn Latt.
in: Archiv Orientální (Praha, ISSN 0044-8699) 27, 1059, 318-335*
Subject(s): Burmese language - Word formation.
Ref.: SAI

‘Minn Latt
Dr. Maung Maung contributes towards a biography of Major-General Aung San.
in: Archiv Orientální (Praha, ISSN 0044-8699) 32, 1964, 428-434*
Ref.: SAI

‘Minn Latt
First report on studies in Burmese grammar.
in: Archiv Orientální (Praha, ISSN 0044-8699) 30, 1962, 49-115, illus.*
Ref.: SAI

‘Minn Latt
Mainstreams in Burmese literature.
Ref.: SAI

‘Minn Latt
Second report on studies in Burmese grammar.
in: Archiv Orientální (Praha, ISSN 0044-8699) 31,
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1963, 230-273, illus.*
Ref.: SAI

‘Minn Latt
The Prague method romanization of Burmese.
in: Archiv Orientální (Praha, ISSN 0044-8699) 26, 1958, 145-167, illus., app.

‘Minn Latt
Third report on studies in Burmese grammar.
in: Archiv Orientální (Praha, ISSN 0044-8699) 32, 1964, 265-292*
Ref.: SAI

‘Minn Naing Oo
Constructive engagement: a critical evaluation / Minn Naing Oo
in: Legal issues on Burma journal (Bangkok) .7, 2000.Dec, 43-58
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; International Relations ; China ; Politics & Government ; International Relations
Ref.: BAS

‘Minn Naing Oo
Constructive engagement: a critical examination / Minn Naing Oo
in: Legal journal on Burma (Bangkok) .34, 2009-Dec, 12-24
Subject(s): Southeast Asia ; Politics & Government ; International Relations ; China ; Southeast Asia ; Politics & Government ; International Relations ; Burma
Ref.: BAS

‘Minney, Frank
The conservation of Burmese lacquerware using traditional materials / Frank Minney
Subject(s): Decorative arts - Conservation and restoration ; Art objects – Conservation and restoration.
Ref.: OCLC: 42212558

‘Minogue, Martin
Economic reform and political change in Myanmar (Burma) / Paul Cook and Martin Minogue
in: World development (Amsterdam, ISSN 0305-750X) 21.7, 1993, 1151-1161
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Economic Policy ; Burma : Politics & Government
Ref.: BAS

‘Minorities : the Burmese impasse
in: Far Eastern economic review (Hong Kong, ISSN 0014-7591) 88.26, 1975.Jun 27, 24, 26-27
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Ethnic Groups
Ref.: BAS

‘Mint Pe
Rice bran oil extraction process for use in Burmese rice mills / by Mint Pe, Thein Nyun ; James Cooperman and Freddy Ba Hli.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 42.2, 1959, 9-13*
Ref.: SAI

‘Min-thuwun
Min Shwe Ni, the archer / Minthuwun
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 45.5, 1998.May, 64-69
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Folklore
Ref.: BAS

‘Minthuwun
The koel [short story] / Mintuwun ; Yenanmyay Ko Tin
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 47.4, 2000.Apr, 33-36
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Min-thuwun
Attachment [poem] / Min-thuwun
in: Tenggara (Kuala Lumpur) 45-46, 2002, 24
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry
Ref.: BAS

‘Minthuyein
Dalla dockyard looks ahead.
in: Forward 3.19, 1965, 22-25*
Ref.: SAI

Subject(s): Politics and government <1948-> ; Foreign relations <1948-> ; Economic conditions <1948->
D. B-SBB(/ A 317469 Potsdamer Str.)
HD-SAI(325 pol 99/351)*
US: CU(Kroch DS530.4.B867x 1997)
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‘Minthuyein
Footwear factory in Insein Jail, a revitalized industry after 40 years of neglect.

in: Forward 3.21, 1965, 10-14*
Ref.: SAI

‘Mirante, Edith T.
Burma’s ethnic minority women: from abuse to resistance / Edith T. Mirante.
ISBN 0807002208 ; 0807002216
Subject(s): Indigenous peoples – Legal status, laws, etc. US: MnU(TC Wilson) & UCB(Main) & UCSB: K3242 .S73 1993

‘Mirante, Edith T.
Burma: frontier minorities in arms / Edith T. Mirante
in: Cultural survival quarterly (Cambridge, MA, ISSN 0740-3291) 11.4, 1987, 14-17
Subject(s): Burma: Politics & Government; Military Conflict; Burma: Anthropology & Sociology; Ethnic Groups
Ref.: BAS

‘Mirante, Edith T.
Burma update: urban uprising and frontier rebellion / Edith T. Mirante
in: Cultural survival quarterly (Cambridge, MA, ISSN 0740-3291) 13.1, 1989, 52-54
Subject(s): Burma: Politics & Government; Human Rights; Burma: Politics & Government; Military Conflict
Ref.: BAS

‘Mirante, Edith T.
Burma’s elusive liberation / Edith T. Mirante
Subject(s): Burma: Politics & Government; Human Rights
Ref.: BAS

‘Mirante, Edith T.
Ethnic minorities of the Burma frontiers and their resistance groups / Edith T. Mirante.

‘Mirante, Edith T.
Ghost dancing in the darkest hour / Edith Mirante
Subject(s): Burma: Politics & Government; Human Rights
Ref.: CH: ILO(321140)

‘Mirante, Edith T.
Hostages to tourism [discusses Padaung women refugees from Burma, who are tourist attractions in Thailand] / Edith T. Mirante
in: Cultural survival quarterly (Cambridge, MA, ISSN 0740-3291) 14.1, 1990, 35-38
Subject(s): Thailand: Economics; Industry; Tourism; Thailand: Anthropology & Sociology; Ethnic Groups; Padaung; Thailand: Anthropology & Sociology; Women; Burma: Politics & Government; Military Conflict; Thailand: Anthropology & Sociology; Immigrant Communities; Burma: Burma: Anthropology & Sociology; Overseas Communities; Thailand
Ref.: BAS

‘Mirante, Edith T.
Silent epidemic: ethnic minorities are at risk in Burma’s hidden AIDS epidemic / Edith T. Mirante
Subject(s): Burma: Science & Technology; Public Health; Sexually Transmitted Diseases
Ref.: BAS

‘Mirante, Edith T.
Teak, opium, slavery: Burma arms itself / Edith T. Mirante
Subject(s): Burma: Politics & Government; Human Rights
Ref.: BAS

‘Mirante, Edith T.
The castaways: refugees stranded on the island of Guam / Edith T. Mirante
Subject(s): Burma: Anthropology & Sociology; Overseas Communities; Burma: Anthropology & Sociology; Social Problems; Burma: Politics & Government; Human Rights
Ref.: BAS

‘Mirante, Edith T.
Update: empowering indigenous women of Burma / Edith T. Mirante
Subject(s): Burma: Anthropology & Sociology; Women; Burma: Anthropology & Sociology; Community Development; Thailand: Anthropology & Sociology; Immigrant Communities; Thailand: Anthropology & Sociology; Women; Thailand: Anthropology & Sociology; Community Development
Ref.: BAS
‘Mishra, S. C.
The Dharmavatar Dr. Soni: a pride of India in Burma / S.C. Mishra

Subject(s): Burma : Biography ; Soni, R.L.
Ref.: BAS

‘Misra, K. P.
Burma's farewell to the nonaligned movement / K.P Misra

Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; International Relations
Ref.: BAS

‘Missions étrangères : History of the Churches of India, Burma, Siam [&c.] entrusted to the Society of the 'Missions étrangères' / [Ed. by E. H. Parker].
in: China review (Hongkong) 1896

Subject(s): History − China pre20
GB : OUL(BOD Camera UB 24631 e.85 (1))

‘Mitani, Yasayuki
Palaung dialects: a preliminary comparison / Yasayuki Mitani

in: Southeast Asian studies = Tonan Ajia kenkyu (Kyoto) 15.2, 1977.Sep, 193-212
Subject(s): Burma : Language
Ref.: BAS

‘Mitchell, Derek
Asia's forgotten crisis

in: Foreign affairs 2007
Ref. IBZ

‘Mitchiner, Michael
The cosmological scene depicted on some early Burmese 'symbolic' coins / Michael Mitchiner

in: East and West (Rome) 34.1-3, 1984, 175-188
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology
Ref.: BAS

‘Mitra, Pritha
How can regional public expenditure stimulate FDI in the Mekong? / Pritha Mitra

Subject(s): Globalisierung ; Wirtschaftswachstum ; Entwicklung ; Regionalpolitik ; Direktinvestment
Ref.: Ki-ZBW

‘Mitton, Geraldine Edit
Football in Burma.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 14.7, 1967, 13-14*
Ref.: SAI

‘Mizra Khan
Isreal-Burma ties.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 4.2, 1957, 17-20*
Ref.: SAI

‘Mizuno, Mitsuru
Preparations for a capital market in the transitional economies : some suggestions for Myanmar / Mitsuru Mizuno

Subject(s): Finanzsektor ; Finanzmarkt ; Übergangswirtschaft ; Myanmar
Ref.: Ki-ZBW

‘Mo Kyaw Aung
Blessing of literacy.
in: Forward 9.6, 1970, 15-19*
Ref.: SAI

‘Mo Mo Thant
Pluralität, Politik und Kritik: Burmesischer Buddhismus während der Mandalay-Periode (1852-1885) / Mo Mo Thant

Subject(s): Religion and sociology Religion and culture ; Buddhism ; History – Buddhism ; Religion and state
D: B-SBB(1 A 674870 Potsdamer Str.)
F: Strasbourg-SDRE(AP 25)
GB: BL(YF.2009.a.30982) CUL(C206.c.344)
SOAS(G201 978159)

‘Mochizuki, Toshihiro
Physiological efficiency under different nitrogen nutrition conditions and relationship with photosynthetic N-use efficiency in Myanmar local rice varieties (Oryza sativa L.) / Khin Thanda Win ; Toshihiro Mochizuki

in: Journal of the Faculty of Agriculture, Kyushu University (Fukuoka, Japan) 55.1, 2010.Feb, 61-66
Subject(s): Burma : Science & Technology ; Burma : Economics ; Agriculture
Ref.: BAS

‘Mode, Heinz
Die Kunst Burmas.
Ref.: SAI

‘Model prisons in Burma.
in: Burma (Rangoon) 2.3, 1953 (=The 5th anniversary), 80*
Ref.: SAI

‘model prisons.
‘Modern Burmese ceramics.
in: Burma (Rangoon) 6.2, 1956 (=The 8th anniversary), 171-178*
Ref.: SAI

‘Modern homes for the masses : achievements of the national housing and town and country development board.
in: Burma (Rangoon) 6.2, 1956 (=The 8th anniversary), 159-162*
Ref.: SAI

‘Modern homes for the masses.
in: Burma (Rangoon) 6.3, 1956, 37-48*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Aye
The last days of Mr. Leo Nichols / Moe Aye
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Human Rights
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Khine
Indawgyi Lake and Shwemyintzu Pagoda / Moe Khine
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
A befitting welcome.
in: Forward 6.21, 1968, 17-20*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
A delectable delicacy / Moe Kyaw Aung
in: Forward (Rangoon) 11.18, 1973. May 1, 7-11
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Industry ; Fishing Industry
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Architectural legacy / Moe Kyaw Aung
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Architecture
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Architectural legacy.
in: Forward 9.16, 1971, 12-15*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Burma’s young hopefuls.
in: Forward 7.8, 1968, 12-17*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Burmese marionettes for modern audiences.
in: Forward 6.8, 1967, 17-20*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Cherishing our cultural heritage.
in: Forward 6.12, 1968, 6-10*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Children and youth literature seminar.
in: Forward 12.3, 1973, 16-19*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Children and Youth Literature Seminar / Moe Kyaw Aung
Subject(s): Burma : Communication & Media ; Publishing & Book Trade
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Close combat course / Moe Kyaw Aung
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Armed Forces
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Close combat course.
in: Forward 10.22, 1972, 20-24*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Collective strength at ledanggan.
in: Forward 6.4, 1967, 5-9*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
D.S.A. Graduation Day.
in: Forward 10.20, 1972, 12-15*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Dry belt’s latest canal / Moe Kyaw Aung
in: Forward (Rangoon) 9.20, 1971. Jun 1, 12-16
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Dry Delta’s latest canal.
in: Forward 9.20, 1971, 16*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Elephants and their mahouts / Moe Kyaw Aung
in: Forward (Rangoon) 13.10, 1975 Jul, 18-22
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Agriculture ; Forestry
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Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Excursion to the Thuyethamein-Kunseik area.
in: Forward 8.21, 1970, 12-17*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
From social misfits to sterling citizens.
in: Forward 7.2, 1968, 12-15*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
graduation day / Moe Kyaw Aung, D.S.A
in: Forward (Rangoon) 10.20, 1972, Jun 1, 12-15
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Armed Forces
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Hlaingdet Cotton / Moe Kyaw Aung
in: Forward (Rangoon) 11.14, 1973, Mar 1, 7-11
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Agriculture
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Hlaingdet cotton.
in: Forward 11.14, 1973, 7-11*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Integrated general services / Moe Kyaw Aung
in: Forward (Rangoon) 14.6, 1976, Mar, 18-22
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Agriculture
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Integrated health service in Inle.
in: Forward 8.7, 1969, 12-15*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
International Illiteracy Day Commemoration.
in: Forward 9.5, 1970, 12-16*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Mass effort completes long canal.
in: Forward 6.15, 1968, 8-11*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
National dances of the Union.
in: Forward 7.14, 1969, 8-11*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Natural history unfolds its wonders.
in: Forward 5.24, 1967, 12-18*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
New bridge over Ye Creek.
in: Forward 10.14, 1972, 26-28*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Onwards from Yezin / Moe Kyaw Aung
in: Forward (Rangoon) 12.8, 1974, May 1, 20-23
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Constitution
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Onwards from Yezin.
in: Forward 12.8, 1974, 20-22*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Our onward journey to Taunggyi-Gon and Kha-Det-Chin fields / Moe Kyaw Aung
in: Forward (Rangoon) 11.7, 1972, Nov 15, 18-23
Subject(s): Burma : Geography
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Our onward journey.
in: Forward 11.7, 1972, 18-23*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Pa-nga: land of savoury solar salt / Moe Kyaw Aung
in: Forward (Rangoon) 13.11, 1975, Aug, 18-22
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Industry
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Phase four of the Aung-Soe-Moe operation--the victory that was the people's / Moe Kyaw Aung
in: Forward (Rangoon) 14.4, 1976, Jan, 12-15
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Military Conflict
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Progress through land development / Moe Kyaw Aung
in: Forward (Rangoon) 11.10, 1973, Jan 1, 12-16
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Agriculture
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Progress through land development.
in: Forward 11.10, 1973, 12-16*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Reconstruction of Ye / Moe Kyaw Aung
in: Forward (Rangoon) 10.13, 1972, Feb 15, 12-15
Subject(s): Burma : Geography
‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Reconstruction of Ye.
in: *Forward* 10.13, 1972, 12-15*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Red Cross services in rural Burma.
in: *Forward* 7.11, 1969, 7-10*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Renaissance of Karen culture.
in: *Forward* 6.13, 1968, 12-17*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Soil conservation: a clarion call.
in: *Forward* 11.3, 1972, 12-17*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Soil conservation: a clarion call / Moe Kyaw Aung
in: *Forward* (Rangoon) 11.3, 1972. Sep 15, 12-17
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Agriculture
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Teaching farmers irrigation values / Moe Kyaw Aung
Subject(s): Burma : Economics
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Teaching farmers irrigation values.
in: *Forward* 9.14, 1971, 16-20*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Tenasserim breeding farm / Moe Kyaw Aung
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Agriculture
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Tenasserim breeding farm.
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
The anti-plague campaign.
in: *Forward* 7.10, 1969, 18-20*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
The exhibit of Burmese culture--MASU / Moe Kyaw Aung
Subject(s): Burma : Arts

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
The Phaingyi services training school.
in: *Forward* 10.24, 1972, 16-20*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
The Phaungyi Services Training School / Moe Kyaw Aung
in: *Forward* (Rangoon) 10.24, 1972. Aug 1, 16-20
Subject(s): Burma : Education ; Technical Education
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
To Mong-in and Namlat via Htonbo.
in: *Forward* 9.13, 1971, 8-11*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Traditional Regatta : Arakenese style.
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
UNESCO literacy prize for Burma / Moe Kyaw Aung
Subject(s): Burma : Literature
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
UNESCO literary prize for Burma.
in: *Forward* 10.4, 1971, 12-15*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Universal literacy in action / Moe Kyaw Aung
Subject(s): Burma : Education
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Universal literacy in action.
in: *Forward* 9.19, 1971, 8-11*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
University turns out laboratory apparatus.
in: *Forward* 6.7, 1967, 12-16*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Visit to Natmauk : birthplace of Bogyoke Aung San.
in: *Forward* 9.23, 1971, 12-16*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Where water is precious.
in: *Forward* 7.15, 1969, 12-17*
Ref.: SAI
‘Moe Kyaw Aung
Yadanabon rest camp / Moe Kyaw Aung
in: Forward (Rangoon) 10.12, 1972. Feb 1, 13-15
Subject(s): Burma : Geography
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Moe
All for love / Moe Moe
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 44.11, 1997.Nov, 44-51
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Moe <Inya>
Angels of light.
in: Forward 11.15, 1973, 18-22*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe Moe <Inya>
A pair of scissors / Moe Moe (Inya) ; tr. by Soe Myint
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Moe <Inya>
Bound to meet all that one day / Moe Moe (Inya) ; tr. by Soe Myint
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Moe <Inya>
Life’s dark / Moe Moe (Inya) ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 37.1, 1990.Jan, 40-42
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Moe <Inya>
Breakout / Moe Moe (Inya) ; tr. by Ma Thanegi
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Moe <Inya>
Lost snowflakes in summer / Moe Moe ; Taezar Hline ; tr. by Taezar Hline
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 45.3, 1998.Mar, 46-54
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Moe <Inya>
'Mohinga' with integrity / Moe Moe (Inya) ; tr. by Soe Myint
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Moe <Inya>
Moonbeam lost in sunshine / Moe Moe (Inya) ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 37.1, 1990.Jan, 40-42
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Moe <Inya>
Mudita’ that meritable quality of sharing others’ happiness
/ Moe Moe (Inya) ; tr. by Soe Myint
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Moe <Inya>
Neighbour / Moe Moe (Inya) ; tr. by Cho Tun
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 33.1, 1986.Jan, 4-7   33-35
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Moe <Inya>
The old man at home / Moe Moe (Inya) ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 37.5, 1990.May, 36-41
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Moe
The lamb that did not want to be the wolf
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 44, no.4 (Apr 1996, 34-37
Subject(s): Indian Ocean -- Literature -- Fiction -- Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Moe
The lamb that did not want to be the wolf
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 44, no.4 (Apr 1996, 34-37
Subject(s): Indian Ocean -- Literature -- Fiction -- Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Myint
Turmoil in Burma: there came a whirlwind / Moe Myint
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe Ninn
Real man ; tr. by Win Myint / P. Moe Ninn
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 42.3, 1995.Mar, 30-34
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Moe U (Maung)
The March festival.
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in: *Forward* 5.15, 1967, 7-10*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moe-Ya-Nant’ : a garden on the campus.
in: *Forward* 12.10, 1974, 16-20*
Ref.: SAI

‘Moffett, A. J.’
The silent Chindit mules
GB: Well(Serials BRI v.287,1983)

‘Mohamad, Zulkifli’
National theatre / Zulkifli Mohamad
US: CU(Kroch DS527.9 .C66x 1998b+)

‘Mohanty, Deepak’
Monetary expansion and inflation in Asian Clearing Union (ACU) countries / Deepak Mohanty & Rajiv Ranjan
in: *Occasional papers / Reserve Bank of India* (Bombay) 14.3, 1993, 161-238
Subject(s): Geldnachfrage ; Inflation ; Bangladesh ; Indien ; Iran ; Myanmar ; Nepal ; Pakistan ; Sri Lanka ; 1970-1990
Ref.: KI-ZBW

‘Mohinder Nath’
in: *Burma Research Society fiftieth anniversary publication* (Rangoon) 1, 1961, 157-418*
Ref.: SAI

‘Mokhta, Yishi’
Missed deadlines / Yishi Mokhta
in: *Aliran monthly* (Pulau Pinang) 23.9, 2003, 25-26
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Human Rights
Ref.: BAS

‘Mollat, Hartmut’
A model chronology of the animal weights of Burma (Myanmar) / Hartmut Mollat
in: *Anthropos* (Fribourg, Switzerland) 104.2, 2009, 533-541
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Folk Arts ; Burma : Arts ; Sculpture
Ref.: BAS

‘Mollat, Hartmut’
Die Standardformen der Tiergewichte Birmas / Hartmut Mollat
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Sculpture
Ref.: BAS

‘Moller, Catherine’
Survival dignity and democracy [Burmese refugees in India] / Catherine Moller
Subject(s): India ; Anthropology & Sociology ; Ethnic Groups ; India ; Politics & Government ; Human Rights ; Burma ; Politics & Government ; Human Rights ; India ; Politics & Government ; Public Administration
Ref.: BAS

‘Mollinson, P. L.’
Blood groups of Burma / P. L. Mollinson and D. J. Reddy.
in: *Nature* 158, 1946, 629*
Ref.: SAI

‘Molnar, Andrea Katalin’
Introduction: globalization versus traditionalism, the cases of Burma, Thailand, and Cambodia / Andrea Katalin
Molnar ; Kheang Un
Subject(s): Southeast Asia ; Politics & Government ; Southeast Asia ; Economics ; Southeast Asia ; Politics & Government ; International Relations
Ref.: BAS

‘Mon Bokay’
Relations between Ceylon and Burma in the 11th century A.D. / Mon Bokay
in: *Essays offered to G. H. Luce ...* / eds.: Ba Shin ...
D: HD-SAI(pol 60 C 103 GF)

‘Mon people’ : a noble past, an uncertain future
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Ethnic Groups ; Mon ; Burma : History
Ref.: BAS

‘monetary and fiscal framework for macroeconomic stability’
Subject(s): Monetary policy ; Finance, Public ; Economic conditions <1988-> ; Economic policy <1988-> ; Social policy ; Foreign economic relations ; Politics and government <1988->

‘Monin, P.’
Debts [short story] / P. Monin
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction
Ref.: BAS
‘monk and the dwindling tiger
D: HD-SAI (nsp 2.26 A 2000/1625)*

‘monkey and the crocodile
D: HD-SAI (nsp 2.26 A 2000/1625)*

‘Monks protest (Burma)
Subject(s): From our own correspondent (Radio program)
Foreign news -- Great Britain ; politics <1989->
UIUC(909.831 M813)

‘Monks Under Criticism.
Ref.: SAI

‘Mon-Nyin <Saw>
A different summer.
in: Forward 4.20, 1966, 10-14*
Ref.: SAI

‘Mon-Nyin <Saw>
From the Panglong Unity to solidarity of the Union.
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The Missions étrangères : history of the Churches of India, Burma, Siam [&c.] entrusted to the Society of the 'Missions étrangères' / [Ed. by E. H. Parker].

*in: China review* (Hongkong) 1896

Subject(s): History – China pre20

GB : OUL(BOD Camera UB 24631 e.85 (1))

**Parker, Richard Neville**

A little known Burmese bamboo


US : HU(Museum Comp Zoology E.D. Thy)

**Parkin, Robert J.**


*in: Sociologus* (Berlin) 31.1, 1986, 52-64

Subject(s): Asia Only ; Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Structure ; Asia Only ; Language : Asia Only ; Anthropology & Sociology ; Ethnic Groups

Ref.: BAS

**Parola, P.**

Identification of Rickettsia spp. and Bartonella spp. in Fleas from the Thai-Myanmar Border / P. Parola … [et al.]


Subject(s): Rickettsial diseases

US: NNC(SCIENCE Q11 .N42 v.990

**Parona, Corrado.**


US : HU(Museum Comp Zoology E.D. Thy)

**Parpan, Alfredo G.**

Modernization and the secular state in Southeast Asia.

*in: AST* 10, 1972, 245-255

Ref.: Johnson

**Parry, David**

The Burmese theatre.

*in: Eastern World* 3.12, 1949, 29-31*

Ref.: SAI

**Party joint general secretary U Sein Lwin gives guidance to party and people's council functionaries in Mudon & Chaungzon**


Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government

Ref.: BAS

**Pascoe, Edwin Hall** <1878-1949>

The asymmetry of the Yenangyat-Singu anticline, Upper Burma / by E. H. Pascoe.


Subject(s): 'Oil fields - Burma - 'Yenangyat-Singu anticline

US : CU(Kroch Film 7647)

**Pascoe, Edwin Hall** <1878-1949>

A gas eruption on Pamri Island, off the Arakan coast of Burma, in July 1926.

*in : Records / Geological Survey of India* 42.4, 1912, 153-156*

Ref.: SAI

**Pascoe, Edwin Hall** <1878-1949>

A traverse across the Naga Hills of Assam from Dimapur to the neighbourhood of Sarameti Peak.

*in: Records / Geological Survey of India* 42.4, 1912, 254-264,illus.

US : NIC(Micro-texts Wason Film 7647)

**Pascoe, Edwin Hall** <1878-1949>
Coal in the Namchik Valley, Upper Burma.
in: Records / Geological Survey of India 41, 1911, 214-216, plates, illus., bibliogr. ref.
US: NIC(Micro-texts Wason Film 7647)

‘Pascoe, Edwin Hall <1878-1949>
On the occurrence of fresh-water shells of the genus Batissa in the Yenangyaung oil-fields, Upper Burma.
US: NIC(Kroch Film 7647)

‘Passin, Herbert
Pagodas and rolling mills.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 3.3, 1956, 19-21*
Ref.: SAI

‘Passing the panda standard : a TAD off the Mark? [tilapia aquaculture dialogue] / Ben Belton ... [et al.]
Subject(s): Science & Technology - Environmental Studies ; Economics - Agriculture - Aquaculture ; Science & Technology - Public Health ; Economics - Agriculture ; Economics - International Economics – Trade
Keyword(s): likely avenues for resolution; Bay of Bengal; continental shelf claims; boundary delineation; resources; discoveries of natural gas; political incentives; adjudication; bilateral negotiations
Ref.: BAS

‘Past Events Influence Present Revolution.
in: Forward 3.10, 1965, 16-20*
Ref.: SAI

‘Patel, P.
Just fifty years ago.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 5.7, 1958, 13-15*
Ref.: SAI

‘Patel, P.
Life at the bar.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 5.4, 1958, 44*
Ref.: SAI

‘Patent, Jason D.
A willy-nilly look at Lai ideophones / Jason D. Patent
Subject(s): Burma : Language ; Linguistics
Ref.: BAS

‘Patent, Jason D.
Lai verb lists / Jason D. Patent
in: Linguistics of the Tibeto-Burman area (Berkeley, CA) 20.2, 1997.Fall, 57-112
Subject(s): Burma : Language ; Linguistics
Ref.: BAS

‘Pathan, Don
Thailand’s war on drugs / Don Pathan
Subject(s): Thailand : Politics & Government ; Military Conflict ; Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Problems
D: B-SBB(1 A 615359 Potsdamer Str.)
US: CU(Kroch) & UCSD(IR/PS) HV5840.B93 T75 2005

‘Patience, Kevin
Guide to the Death Railway / by Kevin Patience.

‘Patterson, George
The Shans in Arms.
in: Far Eastern Economic Review (Hong Kong, ISSN 0014-7591) 49, 1965, 177-178, 183*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pau, S. K.
Are the Chins an uncultured people?
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 7.3, 1960, 13-14*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pauk Pauk
Le cimetiere de Hnaw Kan, Malhaing (Mandalay): note preliminaire / Jean-Pierre Pautreau ; U Pauk Pauk ; Kate Domett
in: Aseanie (Bangkok) .8, 2001, 73-101
Subject(s): Burma : History ; Archaeology & Prehistory
Ref.: BAS

‘Paul, Erik Charles <b. 1937>
Obstacles to democratization: Brunei; Cambodia; Indonesia; Laos; Malaysia; Myanmar; Philippines; Singapore; Thailand; Timor Leste; Vietnam
Subject(s): Democratization ; Politics and government <21st century>
AU: NLA(N 2010-7435)
US: YU(SML Q750.A91 P38X 2010 (LC))

‘Paungde Sacred Tooth Festival.
in: Forward 5.6, 1966, 11-13*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pautreau, Jean-Pierre
Le cimetiere de Hnaw Kan, Malhaing (Mandalay): note
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preliminaire / Jean-Pierre Pautreau ; U Pauk Pauk ; Kate Domett
in: Aseanie (Bangkok) 8, 2001, 73-101
Subject(s): Burma : History ; Archaeology & Prehistory
Ref.: BAS

‘Paw Htin’
Inn-yegyi [lake near Kyonpyaw] / Paw Htin
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 21.9, 1974.Sep, 15-17
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

‘Pawsey, C. R.’
Ten folk-stories in Sema Naga.
in: JPSAB 3,Ser. 5.1, 1939, 261-315*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pawsey, C. R.’
Englisch-Sema vocabulary / by N. L. Bor and C. R. Pawsey.
in: Journal and proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (Calcutta) 3.Ser.4.1, 1938, 309-349*
Ref.: SAI

‘Payagi Project’
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 3.3, 1956, 41-43*
Ref.: SAI

‘Payment Agreement Between The Government of the Union of Burma and the government of the People's Republic of China.’
in: Burma (Rangoon) 10.2, 1961, 22*
Ref.: SAI

‘Payne, Douglas W.’
Democratic transitions: Burma’s will not be easy / Douglas W. Payne
in: Burma debate (New York) 2.4, 1995.Aug-Sep, 4-10
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Change ; Burma : Politics & Government
Ref.: BAS

‘Paynter, Robin’
Burmese Buddhism / Robin Paynter
in: CORMOSEA bulletin (Ann Arbor, MI) 24.1, 1995.Jun,
Subject(s): Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Buddhism ; Bibliography
Ref.: BAS

‘Payoyo, Peter B.’
Institutional legal aid: trends and challenges in the Asian region / Peter B. Payoyo
in: Legal issues on Burma journal (Bangkok) .14 2003.Apr, 32-45
Subject(s): Asia Only ; Politics & Government ; Law
Ref.: BAS

‘Paz, Wilhelmina’
Economies in transition : the Asian experience / by Pradumna B. Rana and Wilhelmmina Paz
Subject(s): Übergangswirtschaft ; Systemtransformation ; Entwicklung ; Myanmar ; China ; Laos ; Mongolei ; Vietnam
Ref.: KI-ZBW

‘Pe Kin’
Payagi Project--a reminiscence / U Pe Khin
Subject(s): Burma : History ; By Period ; 1752-1947
Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Kin’
History of forest management in British Burma.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 15.12, 1968, 13-18* 16.1, 1969, 33-37*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Kin’
History of Golf in Burma.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 14.12, 1967, 38-40*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Kin’
History of Rangoon.
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Kin’
The present situation in Burma.
in: Pakistan 2, 1949, 29-41*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Kin’
The Rangoon forest division.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 16, 7, 1969,
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21-24* 16.8, 1969, 25-28*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Kin
The teak forest of Moulmein.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 16.9, 36-41*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Kywe
A mission across the seas.
in: Forward 5.21, 1967, 12-16*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Kywe
A new country through fraternity.
in: Forward 4.14, 1966, 10-16*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Kywe
Beside the Kabaung Chaung: a small lane.
in: Forward 8.16, 1970, 9-11*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Kywe
Breaking waves roar from Ngapali.
in: Forward 8.11, 1970, 12-16*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Kywe
Burmese glassware.
in: Forward 2.7, 1963, 6-11*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Kywe
Cultural workers take a look at cooperative farming.
in: Forward 2.11, 1964, 19-22*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Kywe
Exploration in the ruins of Old Prome / by Maung Pe Kywe and Maung Theikpa.
in: Forward 4.24, 1966, 5-13*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Kywe
Into the trees and up the Kyaihtiyo hills.
in: Forward 4.8, 1965, 17-21*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Kywe
Lush orchards of Lemawgyan.
in: Forward 4.7, 1965, 5-10*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Kywe
Mann Shwe Settaw: the footprint pagoda.
in: Forward 1.17, 1963, 10-14*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Kywe
Myepadetha gardens.
in: Forward 3.16, 1965, 11-15*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Kywe
The afterglow of life’s sunset.
in: Forward 3.18, 1965, 13-17*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Kywe
The national referendum to the polls / by Maung Pe Kywe; Maung Theikpa.
in: Forward 12.4, 1974, 13-15*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Kywe
Welcome home / by Maung Pe Kywe and Maung Theikpa.
in: Forward 7.19, 1969, 8-11*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Kywe
Woven with a hundred shuttles.
in: Forward 3.6, 1964, 11-16*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Maung
Some features of the Burmese language.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 1956, 193-202*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Maung Tin
(Book review:) Theravada Buddhism Burma by Nihar-ranjan Ray.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society 33, 1950, 263-265*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Maung Tin
A Burmese phonetic reader.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 20, 1930, 49-51*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Maung Tin
A Mon inscription by Kyanzittha at Ayetthema Hill.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 28, 1938, 92-94*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Maung Tin
A note on the development of the Burmese language.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 14, 1924, 58-59*
‘Pe Maung Tin
A Phonetic arrangement of Burmese vowel sounds.
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Maung Tin
Buddhaghosa.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 12, 1922, 14-20
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Maung Tin
Buddhism in the inscriptions of Pagan.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 26, 1936, 52-70* in: Burma Research Society fiftieth anniversary publication (Rangoon) 2, 1960, 423-441
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Maung Tin
Burma down to the fall of Pagan : an outline. Part 1. / by Pe Maung Tin; Gordon Hannington Luce.
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Maung Tin
Burma manuscripts in the British Museum.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 14, 1924, 221-246
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Maung Tin
Burma MSS in the Bodleian Library, Oxford.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 15, 1925, 145-147
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Maung Tin
Burmese equivalents of the names of animals in the Rangoon Zoo.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 22, 1932, 1-18
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Maung Tin
Chronicle of the City of Tagaung / transl. by Pe Maung Tin with the assistance of G. H. Luce.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 11.1, 1921, 29-54
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Maung Tin
Revised Burmese names for animals in the Rangoon zoo.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 23, 1933, 107-122
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Maung Tin
Some features of the Burmese language.
in: Burma (Rangoon) 9.3, 1959, 78-82
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Maung Tin
Some notes on a Burmese phonetic reader / Pe Maung Tin and L. E. Armstrong
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 17, 1927, 119-125
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Maung Tin
Some old words in the inscriptions (Dictionary jottings; 9) / P. M. T.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 20, 1930, 20-21
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Maung Tin
Talaing inscription in a bell cast by Anauppet-Lun Min / translated by C.O. Blagden and Pe Maung Tin.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 18, 1928, 21-34*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Maung Tin
The Burmese novel.
in: Burma Research Society fiftieth anniversary publication (Rangoon) 2, 1960, 405-410
D : HD-SAI(reg 60 A 57)
Ref.: Johnson

‘Pe Maung Tin
The dialect of Tavoy.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 23, 1933, 31-46*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Maung Tin
The Saka era in Pagan.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 22, 1932, 151*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Maung Tin
The text publication sub-committee of the Burma Research Society.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 47, 1964, 367-378*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Maung Tin
Translation of foreign names and words into Burma.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 22, 1932, 35-38*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Maung Tin
Women in the inscriptions of Pagan.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 25, 1935, 149-159*
in: Burma Research Society fiftieth anniversary publication (Rangoon) 2, 1960, 411-421*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Myint
About some people / Pe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 44.5, 1997.May, 44-50
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction
Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Myint
Those who looked for outlet / Pe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 44.6, 1997.Jun, 19-24
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction
Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Than
"Ngo Chin".
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 14.10, 1967, 25*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Than
A chunk of pork as big as a fist / Pe Than
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 44.1, 1996.Jan, 25-28
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs
Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Than
A common Myanmar snack [fries] / Pe Than
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs
Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Than
A leogryph in front of the pagoda / Pe Than
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 42.4, 1995.Apr, 33-35
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Sculpture
Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Than
A trip to Zalun to pay homage to country-returning Buddha / Pe Than
Subject(s): Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Buddhism ; Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs
Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Than
A leogryph in front of the pagoda / Pe Than
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs
Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Than
A chunk of pork as big as a fist / Pe Than
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 44.1, 1996.Jan, 25-28
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs
Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Than
Attracting more pilgrims [to Kyauktan, Burma] / Pe Than
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 48.5 2001.May, 15-17
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel ; Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs
Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Than
An attribute of Myanmar pagoda / Pe Than
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel ; Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs
Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Than
Apyodaw Minthameegyi--the votaress who is a versatile actress / Pe Than
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 40.10, 1993.Oct, 14-16
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Theater
Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Than
Attracting more pilgrims [to Kyauktan, Burma] / Pe Than
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 48.5 2001.May, 15-17
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Than
Back sitters or standers [traditional music] / Pe Than
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Music
Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Than
Blessing in the case of sneezing / Pe Than
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 42.7, 1995.Jul, 24-25
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Folklore
Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Than
Ceremonial conveyance of twenty-eight Buddha images / Pe Than
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 47.9, 2000,.Sep 15-16
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs ; Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Buddhism
Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Than
Collecting firewood, carrying water and pounding rice / Pe Than
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs
Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Than
Community-minded old Myanmar / Pe Than
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs
Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Than
Consecration ceremonies / Pe Than
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 47.4, 2000.Apr, 22-23
Subject(s): Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Buddhism
Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Than
Counterpart of the Greek Sphinx / Pe Than
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 42.9, 1995.Sep, 19-21
Subject(s): Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Buddhism
Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Than
Data collection method of the ancient Myanmar / Pe Than
Subject(s): Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Buddhism
Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Than
Divine cure / Pe Than
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 42.8, 1995.Aug, 21-23
Subject(s): Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Buddhism
Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Than
Folk music / Pe Than
Pe Than
Offering oil lamps in the river / Pe Than
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 42.10, 1994.Oct, 21-23
Subject(s): Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Buddhism
Ref.: BAS

Pe Than
Old games recalled / Pe Than
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs
Ref.: BAS

Pe Than
Paintings and sculptures depicting Buddha's birth stories / Pe Than
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 46.9, 1999.Sep, 18-20
Subject(s): Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Buddhism
Ref.: BAS

Pe Than
Paintings and sculptures depicting Buddha's birth stories (continued) / Pe Than
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 46.9, 1999.Sep, 18-20
Subject(s): Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Buddhism ; Burma : Arts ; Painting ; Burma : Arts ; Sculpture
Ref.: BAS

Pe Than
Ref.: BAS

Pe Than
Phytochemical studies of Holarrhena Antidysenterica grown in Burma.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 48, 1965, 77-84*
Ref.: SAI

Pe Than
Play, dance and drama / Pe Than
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 46.11, 1999.Nov, 18-20
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Dance ; Burma : Arts ; Theater
Ref.: BAS

Pe Than
Popular mythical bird in Myanmar society / Pe Than
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 42.11, 1994.Nov, 21-23
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Folklore
Ref.: BAS

Pe Than
Portrayal dance / Pe Than
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Dance
Ref.: BAS

Pe Than
Prevalence of mutual-help in Myanmar village / Pe Than
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 47.5, 2000.May, 20-21
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Communal Relations
Ref.: BAS

Pe Than
Public feast given in charity / Pe Than
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 47.8, 2001.Aug, 16-17
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs
Ref.: BAS

Pe Than
Replica of the Lord Buddha / Pe Than
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 42.5, 1995.May 30-31 ; no.6 (Jun, 1995, 24-26
Subject(s): Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Buddhism
Ref.: BAS

Pe Than
Respect for elders / Pe Than
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 41.12, 1994.Dec, 19-20
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs
Ref.: BAS

Pe Than
Sin Pwe : the elephant festival.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 9.1, 1962, 45*
Ref.: SAI

Pe Than
Stock-in-trade of an artiste [bontauk songs] / Pe Than
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Music ; Burma : Literature ; Poetry
Ref.: BAS

Pe Than
Strike the bell and share the merits gained / Pe Than
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs
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Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Than
Tabaung Pwe / Pe Than
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 42.3, 1995.Mar, 36-38
Subject(s): Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Folk Religion
Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Than
The age of danseuse [female dancers in Burma] / Pe Than
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Dance
Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Than
The backbiter / Pe Than
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 40.12, 1993.Dec, 14-16
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Theater
Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Than
The Burmese way of noting the years of great events and
great things.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 10.4, 1963,
12*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Than
The essential role of comedians at a zat pwe / Pe Than
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 40.11, 1993.Nov, 18-20
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Theater
Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Than
The Kyaikkok Pagoda which holds its own / Pe Than
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 47.6, 2000.Jun, 19-21
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Than
The merry-makers [jesters and comedians] / Pe Than
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs
Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Than
The much honoured aquatic bird / Pe Than
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 43.12, 1995.Dec, 17-20
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Folklore
Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Than
The pre-eminent position occupied by the hti in Myanmar society / Pe Than
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 44.2, 1996.Feb, 31-32
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs

Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Than
Theme songs / Pe Than
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 44.5-11, 1997 May-Nov, vari-
ous pagings
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Folklore
Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Than
Time to pay respects to elders / Pe Than
Subject(s): Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Buddhism ;
Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Old Age
Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Than
Training pilots for the Burma Air Force.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 4.1, 1957, 21-
24*
Ref.: SAI

‘Pe Than
Tug of war to bring rain / Pe Than
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs ; Burma : Arts ; Folk Arts ; Burma : Arts ; Thea-
ter
Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Than
Unforgettable tableaux / Pe Than
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 48.12, 2001.Dec 16-17
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs ; Burma : Arts ; Theater
Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Than
Unique initiation ceremonies in Mandalay and environs / Pe Than
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs ; Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Christianity
Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Than
Vegetables make good dishes at Myanmar dining table / Pe Than
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs
Ref.: BAS

‘Pe Than
Winding up / Pe Than
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 41.9, 1994.Sep, 27-29
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Theater
Ref.: BAS
Pe Than
Zat saing: theatrical orchestra / Pe Than
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Theater
Ref.: BAS

Pe Thein
Bamboo inventory in Burma / Myint Tin and Pe Thein
in: Bulletin of the International Statistical Institute
(ISNN 0373-0441) 47.4, 1977, 597-600
Subject(s): Bambus ; Forststatistik ; Birma
Ref.: KI-ZBW

Pe Thein Tin
Intervention by Pe Thein Tin on the occasion of the submission of oral presentation by the special rapporteur of the Commission on Human Rights / Pe Thein Tin
in: Burma debate (New York) 4.5 (Nov-Dec, 1997, 19-20
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Human Rights
Ref.: BAS

Peace in Burma?
in: Eastern World 4.3, 1950, 5* 4.10, 1950, 3*
Ref.: SAI

Peace in Burma?
in: Eastern World (London, ISSN 0012-8961) 4.3, 1950, 5* 4.10, 1950, 3*
D: HD-SAI (nsp 7 Zs 358)

Peach, Lucinda Joy
Corporate social responsibility for human rights: the case of Burma/Myanmar / Lucinda Joy Peach.
Subject(s): International relations – Moral and ethical aspects
US: NNC(Milstein (Butler Lib.) JZ1306 .E8723 2004

peacock king of the birds (Karen) (trans. KTH [Khin Thant Han])
D: HD-SAI (nsp 2.26 A 2000/1625)*

Peacock, B. A.V.
Union of Burma
in: Asian perspectives 4, 1960, 71-75
Ref.: Johnson

Peacock, Basil
Prisoner on the Kwai.
GB: BL(P.633/5)*

Pearce, Jean
Buddhist traditions build strong nation, interview with U Mya Thein, ambassador of the Union of Myanmar / Jean Pearce
Subject(s): Japan ; Politics & Government ; International Relations ; Burma
Ref.: BAS

Pearch, M. J.
First record of bats (Chiroptera) from Rakhine State, Myanmar (Burma) / M.J. Pearch
Subject(s): Burma : Science & Technology
Ref.: BAS

Pearl Aung
A strange story : Shan folk-tale.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 17.5, 1970, 44-45*
Subject(s): Folk-tales - Shan
Ref.: SAI

Pearl Aung
Competing with rich neighbours : a Burmese folk tale retold by Pearl Aung.
in: Forward (Rangoon) 6.7, 1967, 11*
Subject(s): Folk-tales - Burmese
Ref.: SAI
‘Pearl Aung
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Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Myint [tr.]
TV malady / Ma Sandar ; tr. by Soe Myint
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Myint [tr.]
‘Min Ye Kyaw
O noble mother, liver donor / Min Ye Kyaw ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: *Guardian* (Rangoon) 36.9, 1989.Sep, 6
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Myint [tr.]
A call from the heart for father and mother / Min Ye Kyaw ; tr. by Soe Myint
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Myint [tr.]
A light, please / Lin Kga Thith Pun ; tr. by Soe Myint
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Myint [tr.]
A poem for father / Lin Kga Thith Pun ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: *Guardian* (Rangoon) 36.5, 1989.May, 6
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Myint [tr.]
Are you laughing, O Rose? / Lin Kga Thith Pun ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: *Guardian* (Rangoon) 36.12 (Dec, 1989, 7
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations

‘Soe Myint [tr.]
Mudita’ that meritable quality of sharing others’ happiness
/ Moe Moe (Inya) ; tr. by Soe Myint
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS
‘Soe Myint [tr.]
At the embankment outside the village / Maung Kyin
New ; tr. by Soe Myint
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Myint [tr.]
Beauty of Mandalay at dawn / Min Ye Kyaw ; tr. by Soe
Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 36.5, 1989.May, 10
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Myint [tr.]
Beauty of the night / Maung Kyin New ; tr. by Soe Myint
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Myint [tr.]
Can you give? / Lin Kga Thith Pun ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 37.9, 1990.Sep, 6
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Myint [tr.]
Cherishing love / Lin Kga Thith Pun ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 37.10 (Oct, 1990, 8
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Myint [tr.]
Dear village / Min Ye Kyaw ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 36.12, 1989.Dec, 6
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Myint [tr.]
Emerald carpet at Taung Thaman 'In' / Min Ye Kyaw ; tr.
by Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 37.8, 1990.Aug, 4
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Myint [tr.]
Emerald to gold / Min Ye Kyaw ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 36.11, 1989.Nov, 6
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Myint [tr.]
Ferry landing / Maung Kyin New ; tr. by Soe Myint
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Myint [tr.]
Fervent wish / Min Ye Kyaw ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 36.5, 1989.May, 10
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Myint [tr.]
Flower of the nation / Maung Kyin New ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 36.9 (Sep, 1989, 5
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Myint [tr.]
Flower picker and seller / Maung Kyin Ngwe ; tr. by Soe
Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 37.5, 1990.May, 4
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Myint [tr.]
Fragrant 'khayays' / Min Ye Kyaw ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 37.4, 1990.Apr, 4
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Myint [tr.]
Grandfather's farm / Maung Kyin New ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 36.9 (Sep, 1989, 5
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Myint [tr.]
Harvest time / Maung Kyin New ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 37.12 (1990.Dec,, 4
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Myint [tr.]
Heroes / Maung Kyin New ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 37.7, 1990.Jul, 4
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Myint [tr.]
Loftiest and noblest spirit / Min Ye Kyaw ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 36.4, 1989.Apr, 8
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Myint [tr.]
Love from the heart / Min Ye Kyaw ; tr. by Soe Myint
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Myint [tr.]
Market on water / Maung Kyin New ; tr. by Soe Myint
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Myint [tr.]
Mother's heart and words / Min Ye Kyaw ; tr. by Soe Myint
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Myint [tr.]
Mother's home and village / Maung Kyin Nwe ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 37.10 (Oct, 1990, 6
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Myint [tr.]
Never shall we break the link of hands / Min Ye Kyaw ; tr. by Soe Myint
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Myint [tr.]
Ode to mother & her poem / Lin Kga Thith Pun ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 36.7 (Jul, 1989, 7-10
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Myint [tr.]
On peace / Lin Kga Thith Pun ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 37.3 (, 1990.Mar, 7
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Myint [tr.]
On pilgrimage to for great stupas / Min Ye Kyaw ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 37.6, 1999.Jun, 4
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Myint [tr.]
On U Pein Bridge / Min Ye Kyaw ; tr. by Soe Myint
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Myint [tr.]
On U Pein Bridge / Min Ye Kyaw ; tr. by Soe Myint
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Myint [tr.]
Our granny / Maung Kyin Nwe ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 36.4, 1989.Apr, 6
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

Ref.: BAS

'Soe Myint [tr.]
Parental bestowal / Lin Kga Thith Pun ; tr. by Soe Myint
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Myint [tr.]
Query / Lin Kga Thith Pun ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 37.12 (1990.Dec, 6
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Myint [tr.]
Shwedagon at dawn / Maung Kyin New ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 36.6, 1989.Jun, 6
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Myint [tr.]
Shwegugyi and beyond / Min Ye Kyaw ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 37.10, 199.0ct, 7
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Myint [tr.]
Shy / Lin Kga Thith Pun ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 36.6 (1989.Jun,, 8
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Myint [tr.]
Shy smiles / Min Ye Kyaw ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 37.1, 1999.Jan, 7
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Myint [tr.]
Tender and golden / Lin Kga Thith Pun ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 37.4 (Apr, 1990, 5
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Myint [tr.]
That thing called love / Lin Kga Thith Pun ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 37.8 (Aug, 1990, 6
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Myint [tr.]
The girl from the Tokyo Museum / Maung Kyin Nwe ; tr. by Soe Myint
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS
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'Soe Myint [tr.]
The moon and the flower / Min Ye Kyaw ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 36.3, 1989.Mar, 8
Subject(s): Burma ; Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Myint [tr.]
The oil flame / Maung Kyin Nwe ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 36.3, 1989.Mar, 8
Subject(s): Burma ; Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Myint [tr.]
The waiting stage / Lin Kga Thith Pun ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 36.9 (Sep, 1989, 7
Subject(s): Burma ; Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Myint [tr.]
Thoughts to mother / Min Ye Kyaw ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 37.12, 1990.Dec, 5
Subject(s): Burma ; Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Myint [tr.]
To Kyaunk Taw Gyi / Min Ye Kyaw ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 37.9, 1990.Sep, 5
Subject(s): Burma ; Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Myint [tr.]
To the traveller / Lin Kga Thith Pun ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 36.8 (Aug, 1989, 7
Subject(s): Burma ; Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Myint [tr.]
We love the beauty of our land / Maung Kyin New ; tr. by Soe Myint
Subject(s): Burma ; Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Myint
A young lady writer named Seinn / Tin Htwe ; tr. by Soe Myint
Subject(s): Burma ; Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Myint
Blossoms of smiles / Tin Htwe ; tr. by Soe Myint
Subject(s): Burma ; Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Myint
Cabbie / Tin Htwe ; tr. by Soe Myint
Subject(s): Burma ; Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Myint
Crowning victories in Burma's anti-drug campaign / Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 33.4, 1986.Apr, 4-5
Subject(s): Burma ; Politics & Government
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Myint
Environmental management in the energy sector / Soe Myint
Subject(s): Economic development - Environmental aspects ; Environmental protection ; Environmental management ; Sustainable development ; Environmental policy
US: CU(Kroch x QH77.B93 E58 1997x) NIU(SEA QH77.B93 E585 1997)

'Soe Myint
Environmental management in the energy sector / Soe Myint
Subject(s): Economic development - Environmental aspects ; Environmental protection ; Environmental management ; Sustainable development ; Environmental policy
US: CU(Kroch x QH77.B93 E58 1997x) NIU(SEA QH77.B93 E585 1997)
QH77.B93 E585 1997

'Soe Myint
No love for hire / Tin Htwe ; tr. by Soe Myint
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Myint
Please” / Linka Thitpan ; tr. by Soe Myint
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Myint
Remedy for an alcoholic / Tin Htwe ; tr. by Soe Myint
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Myint[tr.]
To summer, Lady Fair / Lin Kga Thith Pun ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 37.7 (Jul, 1990, 6
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Naung (Maung)
A gift for our farmers.
in: Forward 7.21, 1969, 12-16*
Ref.: SAI

'Soe Naung Branch of Pa-awk Tawya (Forest) Meditation Center in Thanlyin / Soe Naung
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 46.6, 1999.Jun, 22-26
Subject(s): Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Buddhism
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Naung
A smile I never forget [novice ordination ceremony] / Soe Naung
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 50.4 2002.Jun, 16-18
Subject(s): Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Buddhism
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Naung
An obligation for all [children's manners] / Soe Naung
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 49.11, 2002.Nov, 21-23
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Youth & Children
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Naung
Avoiding evil actions, evil words and evil thoughts / Soe Naung
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Naung
Children need to behave morally / Soe Naung
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Structure ; Family ; Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Youth & Children
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Naung
Cigarette smoking among youths / Soe Naung
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 50.3 2003.Mar, 20-22
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Youth & Children ; Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Problems
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Naung
Easy approach to healthcare / Soe Naung
Subject(s): Burma : Science & Technology ; Public Health
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Naung
Eating laphet with plain tea / Soe Naung
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Naung
Enjoying virtues of ageing / Soe Naung
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Old Age
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Naung
Escaping from cycle of rebirths / Soe Naung
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 49.6, 2002.Jun, 16-18
Subject(s): Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Buddhism
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Naung
Filial duty toward aged parents ever needed / Soe Naung
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Structure ; Family
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Naung
For extinction of sufferings / Soe Naung
Subject(s): Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Buddhism
Ref.: BAS

'Soe Naung
Friendly and cordial visit to Nepal [journalism conference] / Soe Naung
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 47.6, 2000.Jun, 22-26
Subject(s): Burma : Communication & Media ; Journal-
‘Soe Naung
Habit of chewing betel / Soe Naung
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 47.1 2000.Jan, 31-33
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Naung
Higher education for nationalities youths / Soe Naung
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Youth & Children ; Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Ethnic Groups ; Burma : Education ; Higher Education
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Naung
Horticultural fair at Myaypadetha Park / Soe Naung
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 47.4, 2000.Apr, 18-21
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Agriculture
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Naung
How to live longer / Soe Naung
Subject(s): Burma : Science & Technology ; Public Health
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Naung
Husband and wife / Soe Naung
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Structure ; Marriage
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Naung
Importance of mental hygiene / Soe Naung
Subject(s): Burma : Psychology & Psychiatry
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Naung
Kind and sweet words / Soe Naung
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs ; Burma : Language
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Naung
Life of Phongyi Kyaungtha [student of monastic school or monastery] / Soe Naung
Subject(s): Burma : Education
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Naung
Long live Myanmar-Nepal friendship / Soe Naung
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; International Relations ; Nepal ; Politics & Government ; International Relations ; Burma
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Naung
Love for motherland / Soe Naung
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 49.9, 2002.Sep, 17-19
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Naung
Lovely practice of Myanmar people [voluntary service] / Soe Naung
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 50.12, 2003.Dec, 21-23
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs ; Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Buddhism
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Naung
Market for poultry farm owners / Soe Naung
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 47.11, 2000.Nov, 17-19
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Agriculture ; Animal Culture
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Naung
Myanmar Buddhist way of life / Soe Naung
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs ; Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Buddhism
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Naung
Myanmar glutinous rice foods / Soe Naung
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Naung
Myanmar souvenirs for foreign visitors / Soe Naung
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 46.9, 1999.Sep, 21-23
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Industry ; Tourism
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Naung
Noble work of caring for the aged / Soe Naung
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 47.9, 2000.Sep, 17-19
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Old Age
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Naung
Our basic food [cow’s milk] / Soe Naung
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 51.6, 2004.Jun, 13-14
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs
‘Soe Naung
Presentation of motion picture awards for 1998 / Soe Naung
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 47.3, 2000.Mar, 26-30
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Cinema
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Naung
Renounce force of bad habit [smoking] / Soe Naung
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Naung
Road-side book shops and reading public / Soe Naung
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Naung
Second ASEAN ministerial meeting on transnational crime
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 46.8, 1999.Aug, 18-21
Subject(s): Southeast Asia -- Politics & Government -- Public Administration
Southeast Asia -- Politics & Government -- Regional Associations
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Naung
Traditional lacquerware / Soe Naung
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 46.11, 1999.Nov, 21-23
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Folk Arts
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Naung
Traditional offering of soon (alms) / Soe Naung
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 47.5, 2000.May, 22-23
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Buddhism ; Social Customs
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Naung
Weddings in Myanmar / Soe Naung
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Structure ; Marriage
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Naung
What is unavoidable? [dukkha, suffering] / Soe Naung
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 49.3, 2002.Mar, 18-21
Subject(s): Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Buddhism
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Nway <Thonze>
So cool and soothing / Maung Soe Nway (Thonze) ; tr. by Soe Myint
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 36.4, 1989.Apr, 31-34
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Nyunt
With a deep desire to promote judiciary / Soe Nyunt, U
in: Legal issues on Burma journal (Bangkok) .18, 2004.Aug, 61-63
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Courts & Judiciary
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Saing
United Nations technical aid and economic development in Burma / Soe Saing
Subject(s): Burma : Economic policy ; Economic conditions <1948-5>
Entwicklungshilfe ; Technologietransfer ; Wirtschaftswachstum
D: HD-SAI(325 wiw 91/1807)*

‘Soe Tamar
Let's go to the festival ; tr. by Tanaing Hka / Soe Tamar
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 33.5, 1986.May, 31
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Burma / Myanmar

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Articles

Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Tamar
Rain, rain come again ; tr. by Tanaing Hka / Soe Tamar
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 33.6, 1986.Jun, 6
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Tamar
Tamar land in upcountry summer ; tr. by Tanaing Hka / Soe Tamar
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 33.3 (Mar, 1986, 16
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Thein
Health seminar at the foot of Mandalay hill / Soe Thein
in: Forward (Rangoon) 10.11, 1972, Jan 15, 18-21
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Thein
How we live in Burma.
in: Junior scholastic 33.14, 1954, 8-9
Ref.: SAI

‘Soe Thinn
Looking at Burma : political culture ; interview with U Aung Naing, U Tint Zaw, U Maung Maung, U Soe Thinn, U Aung Zaw, Saw Kapi
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Armed Forces
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Thinn
Looking at Burma : political culture ; interview with U Aung Naing, U Tint Zaw, U Maung Maung, U Soe Thinn, U Aung Zaw, Saw Kapi
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Armed Forces
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Tint
A study of Pyu Period sculpture ; tr. by Aung Moe / Soe Tint ; Tin Hlaing ; Myint San
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Sculpture
Ref.: BAS

‘Soe Win Hlaing
Greening project for the nine critical districts of the arid zone, Central Myanmar / Soe Win Hlaing and Sein Htoo Linn
Subject(s): Economic development - Environmental aspects ; Environmental protection ; Nature conservation ; Environmental management ; Sustainable development ; Environmental policy ; Land use
US: CU(Kroch x QH77.B93 E58 1997x) NIU(SEA QH77.B93 E585 1997)

‘Soe, T.
Demand for food in Myanmar (Burma) / T. Soe ; R. L. Batterham ; R. G. Drynan
in: Agricultural economic (Malden, Mass., ISSN 0169-5150) 17.2/3, 1994,Dec, 207-217
Subject(s): Nahrungsmittelmarkt ; Myanmar ; 1975-1987
Ref.: KI-ZBW

‘So-Hartmann, Helga
Notes on the Southern Chin languages / Helga So-Hartmann
Subject(s): Burma : Language ; Linguistics
Ref.: BAS

‘Sola, Richard
Du chemin a parcourir / Richard Sola
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; International Relations ; France
Ref.: BAS

‘Sola, Richard
Un pouvoir qui s’ essouffle / Richard Sola
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government
Ref.: BAS
'Solheim, Wilhelm Gerhard <v.1924>
Neue Befunde zur späten Prähistorie Südostasiens und ih-
re Interpretation : ein Blick auf R. von Heine-Gelderns
"L'Art prebouddhique de la Chine et de l'Asie, du sud-est
et son influence en Océanie zvierzig Jahre später / Wilheim
G. Solheim II.
in: Saeculum 31.3-4, 1980, 275-344, illus., map, bibliogr.
p. 307-317
Ref. OCLC

'Solheim, Wilhelm Gerhard <v.1924>
Tom Harrisson ; bibliography of publications concer-
ning Southeast Asian prehistory / by Wilhelm G. Solheim and
Barbara Jensen.
in: Asian perspectives 20, 1979, 13-20
Ref.: Johnson

'Solich, E. J.
Die Chinesen in Südostasien.
in: Zeitschrift für Geopolitik 26, 1955
NL : KITLV(3b 412)

'Solnit, David B.
Proto-Tibeto-Burman *r in Tiddim Chin and Lushai / 
David B. Solnit
in: Linguistics of the Tibeto-Burman area (Berkeley,
CA) 4.2, 1979.Spr, 111-121
Subject(s): Burma : Language
Ref.: BAS

'Solomon, Robert L
Saya San and the Burmese rebellion.
in: MAsSt 4, 1969, 209-223*
Ref.: SAI

'Solomonova, M.
 Programmy ekonomičeskogo razvitija Indii i Birmy / M.
Solomonova ; A. Akimov
in: Vnešnaja torgovlja (Moskva, ISSN 0321-057X)
26.8, 1956, 7-12. -- Summary: Programs of economic de-
velopment of India and Burma
Subject(s): Wirtschaftspolitik ; Birma Indien
Ref.: KI-ZBW

'Some aspects of BCP propaganda against the Burmese
Government.
in: Trends and highlights ! : a series of articles based on
information avaible up to 15 January 1973. – Bangkok :
Research Office, South-East Asia Treaty Organization,
1973. p.31-36*
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 E 133 Kp)

'Some Burmese superstitions
in: Chambers's journal (London) 1888.March 24,
189-192
Subject(s): Superstition - Burma
GB : ULL(H.P.L. MM 3 (72))

'Some papal correspondence with the Kings of Burma / 
transl. from the latin and commented by Vivian Ba (a 
Tavoyan in Paris)
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (ISSN
0304-2227) 50.1, 1967, 11-19
F : Paris-BLO(Br.8.76(27))

'Sompong Witayasakpan
Shan customary law / Sompong Witayasakpan
in: Tai culture: International Review on Tai Cultural
Studies (Berlin) 6.1-2, 2001, 209-216
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology : Social
Customs ; Burma : Anthropology & Sociology : Ethnic
Groups ; Shan ; Burma : Politics & Government ; Law
Ref.: BAS

'Somsonge Burusphat
Animate classifiers in Tai languages [Central Thai, Lao,
Tai Lue, Shan, Bouyei, Northern Zhuang] / Somsonge
Burusphat
in: International journal of the sociology of language
Subject(s): Thailand ; Language ; Linguistics ; Laos ;
Language ; Linguistics ; China ; Language ; Linguistics ;
Burma : Language ; Linguistics
Ref.: BAS

'Son, Johanna
Democratic change another hurdle / Marwaan Macan-
Markar ; Johanna Son
in: South review (Kuala Lumpur) 3.4, 2002.Jul, 28-29
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Military
Conflict
Ref.: BAS

'Sondhi, V. P.
Geological reconaissance in the Southern Shan states / by 
J. Coggin Brown and V. P. Sondhi.
in: Records of the Geological Survey of India 67,
1933/34, 135-165, illus.*
Ref.: SAI

'Sondhi, V. P.
Geological reconnaissance in the southern Shan states / by 
J. Coggin Brown and V.P. Sondhi.
in: Records of the Geological Survey of India 67,
1933/34, 135-165, illus.*
Ref.: SAI

'Sondhi, V. P.
The geology of the country between Kalaq and Taunggyi,
Southern Shan states / by J. Coggin Brown and V.P. 
Sondhi.
in: Records of the Geological Survey of India 67,
1933/34, 166-248, illus.*
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In: Guardian (Rangoon) 33.11, 1986.Nov, 32
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry
Ref.: BAS

‘Than Than So
The devil / Than Than So
In: Guardian (Rangoon) 33.8, 1986.Aug, 18
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Poetry
Ref.: BAS

‘Than Tin
A short account of Taungthas.
In: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 18, 1928, 16-20*
Ref.: SAI

‘Than Tin
Butanol out of rice-starch / by Than Nyun and Than Tin.
In: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 42.2, 1959, 41-46*
Ref.: SAI

‘Than Tin Maung Maung
Burma/Myanmar in 2000 : more of the same?
In: Asian Survey 41.1,2001, 148-155
D: S-IfA(Z - USA 900)

‘Than Tin Maung Maung
Burma/Myanmar in 2001 : a year of waiting
In: Asian Survey 42.1,2002, 115-123
D: S-IfA(Z - USA 900)

‘Than Tin.
Butanol out of rice-starch / by Than Nyun and Than Tin.
In: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 42.2, 1959, 41-46*
Ref.: SAI

‘Than Tun
Administration under King Thalun, 1629-48.
In: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 51, 1968, 173-188*
Ref.: SAI

‘Than Tun
Butanol out of rice-starch / by Than Nyun and Than Tin.
In: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 42.2, 1959, 41-46*
Ref.: SAI

‘Than Tun
History of Myanmar culture / Than Tun
In: Encyclopedia Birmanica, 10, 53-57*

‘Than Tun
Burma/Myanmar in 2001 : a year of waiting
In: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 53, 1970, 53-66*
Ref.: SAI

‘Than Tun
Burma/Myanmar in 2002 : more of the same?
In: Asian Survey 41.1,2001, 148-155
D: S-IfA(Z - USA 900)

‘Than Tun
Butanol out of rice-starch / by Than Nyun and Than Tin.
In: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 42.2, 1959, 41-46*
Ref.: SAI

‘Than Tun
History of Myanmar culture / Than Tun
Subject(s): Anthropology & Sociology -- Physical Anthropology ; History -- Archaeology & Prehistory ; hro- pology & Sociology -- Ethnic Groups ; Anthropology & Sociology -- Social Customs
Economics -- Agriculture

‘Than Tun
History of Myanmar culture / Than Tun
US: CU(Kroch DS527.4.M93 1999+)
UCB(Main DS527.4.M92 1999)

‘Than Tun
Saraswati of Burma / Than Tun
In: Southeast Asian studies = Tonan Ajia kenkyu (Kyoto) 14.3, 1976.Dec, 433-441
Subject(s): Burma : Philosophy & Religion
Ref.: BAS

‘Than Tun
The Buddha's Footprints in Burma / Than Tun
In: Journal of Asian and African studies = Ajia Afu rika gengo bunka kenkyu (Tokyo) .28, 1984, 119-137
Subject(s): Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Buddhism
Ref.: BAS

‘Than Tun
A history of Burma down to the end of the thirteenth century by Than Tun. – [Rangoon, 1958.] v., illus., maps. – Photocopy (positive) made from New Burma weekly, Aug. 23rd, 1958-Feb.28th, 1959.
Subject(s): Burma – History.
US : CU(Kroch ++ DS485.B87 T25)

‘Than Tun
Subject(s): Burma – History.
US : CU(Kroch ++ DS485.B87 T25)

‘Than Tun
Administration under King Thalun, 1629-48.
In: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 51, 1968, 173-188*
Ref.: SAI
Than Tun (b. 1923)
Comprise proceedings of All Shwegyin Nikaya Conventions, 1920-1975
in: Than Tun: History of Shwegyin Nikâya, Shwegyin Sect in the order of Buddhist monks, in Burma. – [n.l., s.n, 1980?] p. 53-78
Subject(s): All Shwegyin Nikaya Convention
Buddhism - History
GB: OUL(IND Burma 11 d 24)
SOAS(L GB293.65 /459808)

Than Tun (b. 1923)
Former fighting forces of Burma
in: Encyclopedia Birmanica 10. 9-10*
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595)  4, 7, 1967, 9-10*
Ref.: SAI

Than Tun (b. 1923)
History of Buddhism in Burma : AD 1000 - 1300.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 42.2, 1959, 119-133*
in: Bulletin of the Burma Historical Commission 1, 1960, 39-57*
Ref.: SAI

Than Tun (b. 1923)
History of Burma : A.D. 1300-1400.
Ref.: Herbert 492

Than Tun (b. 1923)
Mahakassapa and his tradition.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 42.2, 1959, 99-118*
Ref.: SAI

Than Tun (b. 1923)
Pottery in Burma [by] Than Tun.
in: Masu Annual, 1972/73, 199-231.
US: CU(Kroch Oversize + NK 4154 .6 .A1 T43 1973a

Than Tun (b. 1923)
Published works by Shwegyin Sayadaws
in: Than Tun: History of Shwegyin Nikâya, Shwegyin Sect in the order of Buddhist monks, in Burma. – [n.l., s.n, 1980?] p. 104-116
Subject(s): Buddhism - History
GB: OUL(IND Burma 11 d 24)
SOAS(L GB293.65 /459808)

Than Tun (b. 1923)
Religion in Burma, A.D. 1000-1300.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 42.2, 1959, 71-80*
Ref.: SAI

Than Tun (b. 1923)
Religious buildings of Burma, A.D. 1000-1300.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 42.2, 1959, 29-30*
Ref.: SAI

Than Tun (b. 1923)
The effect of concentration of salts on their rate absorption by plants in water culture and the role of aeration.
Ref.: SAI

Than Tun (b. 1923)
The influence of occultism in Burmese history with special reference to Bodawpaya's reign 1782-1819.
in: Bulletin of the Burma Historical Commission 1, 1960, 177-145*

Than Tun (b. 1923)
Burma in 1987: twenty-five years after the revolution / Tin Maung Maung Than
in: Southeast Asia research (Singapore) 1988. Jan-Dec, 73-96
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government
Ref.: BAS

Than Tun (b. 1923)
Burma's national security and defence posture / Tin Maung Maung Than
in: Contemporary Southeast Asia (Singapore) 11.1. 1989 Jun, 40-60
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Defenses
Ref.: BAS

Than Tun (b. 1923)
History of Buddhism in Burma A.D. 1000-1300 / Than Tun
Subject(s): Burma : History ; By Period ; Antiquity to 1752
Ref.: BAS

Than Tun (b. 1923)
Myanmar history: a humanities approach / Than Tun
in: Asian research trends (Tokyo) 4, 1994, 55-70
Subject(s): Burma : History
Ref.: BAS

Than Tun (b. 1923)
Observations on the translation and annotation of the royal orders of Burma / Than Tun
in: Crossroads (DeKalb, IL) 4.1 (Fall, 1988,Fall, 91-99
Subject(s): Burma : History ; Historiography
Ref.: BAS
'Than Tun <b. 1923>
Pagan restoration / Than Tun
in: <em>Journal of the Burma Research Society</em> (Rangoon) 59, 1976, Dec, 49-95
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Architecture
Ref.: BAS

'Than Tun <b. 1923>
Paya Lanma (Lord's Highway) over the Yoma (Yakhine Range) / Than Tun
Subject(s): Burma : History ; By Period ; 1752-1947
Ref.: BAS

'Than Tun <b. 1923>
Social life in Burma in the 16th century / Than Tun
in: <em>Southeast Asian studies</em> = Tonan Ajia kenkyu (Kyoto) 21, 3, 1983, Dec, 267-274
Subject(s): Burma : History ; By Period ; Antiquity to 1752
Ref.: BAS

'Than Tun <b. 1923>
The Royal Order (Wednesday 28 January 1795) of King Badon / Than Tun
Subject(s): Burma : History ; By Period ; 1752-1947
Ref.: BAS

'Than U <Tekkatho>
A true son of the soil / Tekkatho Than U
in: <em>Forward</em> (Rangoon) 12, 10, 1974, Jul 1, 8-11
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Agriculture
Ref.: BAS

'Than U <Tekkatho>
A true son of the soil.
in: <em>Forward</em> 12.10, 1974, 8-11*
Ref.: SAI

'Than U <Tekkatho>
Forging a link / Tekkatho Than U
in: <em>Forward</em> (Rangoon) 11.15, 1973, Mar 15, 12-17
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Transportation
Ref.: BAS

'Than U <Tekkatho>
Forging a link.
in: <em>Forward</em> 11.15, 1973, 12-17*
Ref.: SAI

'Than U <Tekkatho>
Jubilee mirrors university's patriotic role / Tekkatho Than U
in: <em>Forward</em> (Rangoon) 9.10, 1971, Jan 1, 18-22
Subject(s): Burma : Education ; Higher Education
Ref.: BAS

'Than U <Tekkatho>
Jubilee mirrors university's patriotic role.
in: <em>Forward</em> 9.10, 1971, 18-22*
Ref.: SAI

'Than U <Tekkatho>
The health team comes to Wan / Than U (Tekkatho)
in: <em>Forward</em> (Rangoon) 11.3, 1972, Sep 15, 18-21
Subject(s): Burma : Science & Technology ; Public Health
Ref.: BAS

'Than U <Tekkatho>
The health team comes to Waw.
in: <em>Forward</em> 11.3, 1972, 18-21*
Ref.: SAI

'Than U <Tekkatho>
The marine youth of Burma / Tekkatho Than U
in: <em>Forward</em> (Rangoon) 10.20, 1972, Jun 1, 20-23
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Recreational Arts
Ref.: BAS

'Than U <Tekkatho>
The marine youth of Burma.
in: <em>Forward</em> 10.20, 1972, 20-23*
Ref.: SAI

'Than U <Tekkatho>
The School of Para-Medical Sciences / Than U (Tekkatho)
in: <em>Forward</em> (Rangoon) 10.21, 1972, Jun 15, 12-16
Subject(s): Burma : Science & Technology ; Medicine
Ref.: BAS

'Than U <Tekkatho>
The school of para-medical sciences.
in: <em>Forward</em> 10.21, 1972, 12-16*
Ref.: SAI

'Than U <Tekkatho>
Workers in graduation gowns / Tekkatho Than U
in: <em>Forward</em> (Rangoon) 9.24, 1971, Aug 1, 20-22
Subject(s): Burma : Education ; Higher Education
Ref.: BAS

'Than U <Tekkatho>
Workers in graduation gowns.
Ref.: SAI

'Than Win Naing
Spearheading agricultural mechanization.
in: <em>Forward</em> 8.19, 1970, 12-15*
Ref.: SAI

'Than Zin (U)
Music in Burma.
in: <em>Guardian</em> (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 3.14, 1956, 35-39*
Ref.: SAI

‘Thanda Pe
Structure and properties of agave fibre.
in: Journal of the Burma Research Society (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 41, 1958, 53-64*
Ref.: SAI

‘Thanda Win
Physiological efficiency under different nitrogen nutrition conditions and relationship with photosynthetic N-use efficiency in Myanmar local rice varieties (Oryza sativa L.) / Khin Thanda Win ; Toshihiro Mochizuki
in: Journal of the Faculty of Agriculture, Kyushu University (Fukuoka, Japan) 55.1, 2010.Feb, 61-66
Subject(s): Burma : Science & Technology ; Burma : Agriculture
Ref.: BAS

‘Thanegi <Ma>
Breakout / Moe Moe (Inya) ; tr. by Ma Thanegi
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Thanegi <Ma> [tr.]
Panorama ; tr. by Ma Thanegi / Ju
in: Guardian (Rangoon) 35.2, 1988.Feb, 8-10
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Translations
Ref.: BAS

‘Thanegi <Ma>
Traditional Myanmar pottery / Ma Thanegi ; Barry Bronman
in: Arts of Asia (Hong Kong) 27.1, 1997.Jan-Feb, 66-70
Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Ceramics
Ref.: BAS

‘Thang, John Smith
Minorities persecuted in Burma: religious freedom violated in Matupi District, Burma / John Smith Thang
in: Aliran monthly (Pulau Pinang) 27.1, 2007, 14-17
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Ethnic Groups ; Burma : Politics & Government ; Human Rights
Ref.: BAS

‘Thang, John Smith
Rise of the military in Burma / John Smith Thang
in: Aliran monthly (Pulau Pinang) 27.8, 2007, 27-31
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Armed Forces ; Burma : History
Ref.: BAS

‘Thanghrima
Some more about Mizo, Lushai.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 10.5, 1963, 33-34*
Ref.: SAI

‘Thanghrima
The story of the Mizo. (Lushai)
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 9.10, 1962, 28-29*
Ref.: SAI

‘Thann Win
A new era in bridge construction / Thann Win
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Transportation
Ref.: BAS

‘Thann Win <Ba>
VI anniversary of the construction corporation.
in: Forward 10.4, 1971, 20-21*
Ref.: SAI

‘Thant
A Burmese looks at Asian-American relations.
in: Burma (Rangoon) 10.2, 1961, 42-49*
Ref.: SAI

‘Thant
A Burmese view of Israel.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 5.8, 1958, 16-20*
Ref.: SAI

‘Thant
A Burmese view of world tensions.
Ref.: SAI

‘Thant
Building a nation.
D: HD-SAI(pol 60 C 97 SD* ; reg 60 A 48)*

‘Thant
Burma and her neighbours.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 5.1, 1958, 25-27*
Ref.: SAI

‘Thant
Burma at the United Nations.
in: Burma (Rangoon) 10.4, 1961, 58-68*
Ref.: SAI

‘Thant
Journalism in Rangoon.
in: Orient review and literary digest 2.5, 1956, 54-57*
Ref.: SAI

‘Thant
Media of public information.
in: Guardian (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 3.13, 1956, 37-38*
Ref.: SAI

‘Thant
Some reflections on BUrma's foreign policy.
in: *Burma* (Rangoon) 10.4, 1961, 39-44*

in: *Guardian* (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 8.9, 1961, 12-15*

Ref.: SAI

‘Thant

Thoughts on democracy.

in: *Guardian* (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 3.11, 1956, 29*

Ref.: SAI

‘Thant Myint-U

Reframing the ‘Burma question’: it is important that Burma’s well-wishers better understand the country’s complex history and complicated present, and use creative and sensible ways of negotiating with its military establishment / Thant Myint-U


Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Burma : History ; Burma : Politics & Government ; Human Rights

Ref.: BAS

‘Thaung Dan

Address delivered by Brigadier Thaung Dan, Vice-Chief of Staff (Air) on behalf of the Chief of Staff, Defence Services, on Resistance Day (Armed Forces Day), March 27 1972.

in: *Forward* 10.17, 1972, 5-6*

Ref.: SAI

‘Thaung Htun

Federalism: the best option for national reconciliation and peace in Burma / Thaung Htun

in: *Legal issues on Burma journal* (Bangkok) .4, 1999.Oct, 8-16

Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government

Ref.: BAS

‘Thaung Htun

Student activism in Burma: a historical perspective / Thaung Htun

in: *Burma debate* (New York) 2.2, 1995. Apr-May, 4-11

Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Problems ; Burma : Education ; Students

Ref.: BAS

‘Thaung Htun

Constructive engagement on trial


Subject(s): Politics & Government -- International Relations -- Southeast Asia ; Politics & Government -- Regional Associations

US: CU(Kroch DS525.9.B93 F76 1997)

‘Thaung Kyi


in: *Forward* 10.6, 1971, 6-8*

Ref.: SAI

‘Thaung Lwin

Railways are a vital development tool / Thura U. Thaung Lwin.


Subject(s): Railroads – Myanmar – Planning

Ref.: OCLC 34436580

‘Thaung Nyunt

Shwedagon Pagoda in the past / Thaung Nyunt (Yenangyaung)

in: *Guardian* (Rangoon) 41.8, 1994.Aug, 10-12

Subject(s): Burma : Arts ; Architecture

Ref.: BAS

‘Thaung Su

A catalogue of fishes.

in: *Forward* 5.23, 1967, 17-21*

Ref.: SAI
‘Thaung Su
Lettokyi.
in: *Forward* 7.11, 1969, 21-24*
Ref.: SAI

‘Thaung Su
Modernizing indigenous medicine.
in: *Forward* 7.20, 1969, 12-17*
Ref.: SAI

‘Thaung Su
Sinnalaik deckyard.
in: *Forward* 8.18, 1969, 12-17*
Ref.: SAI

‘Thaung Tin
Armed Forces Day : address delivered by Commodore Thaung Tin...
in: *Forward* 8.17, 1970, 4-5*
Ref.: SAI

‘Thaung Tin
Future successful soldiers : text of speech delivered by Commodore Thaung Tin, Vice-Chief of Staff (Navy) at the graduation ceremony of eleventh course of cadets at the Defence Services Academy, Maymyo, on April 23, 1969.
in: *Forward* 7.19, 1969, 6-7*
Ref.: SAI

‘Thaung Tin
This 19th Resistance Day is rich with meaning : an address by Commodore Thaung Tin...
in: *Forward* 2.17, 1964, 10 and 18*
Ref.: SAI

‘Thaung Tun
Myanmar foreign policy : priorities in a changing world / U Thaung Tun
in: Seminar on Understanding Myanmar, Yangon, 27-28 January 2004 : [papers] / organised by Myanmar Institute of Strategic and International Studies. – [2004], No.6 Subject(s): Democracy ; Human rights ; Politics and government <1988-> ; Economic conditions <1988-> ; Social conditions <20th century> ; Civilization
SG: ISEAS(DS530.4 S471)
US: UCB(DS530.65 .S46 2004)

‘Thaung Win, Patricia
An unforgettable character.
in: *Guardian* (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 9.4, 1962, 22-24*
Ref.: SAI

‘Thaung Win, Patricia
How Toungoo looked in 1853.
in: *Guardian* (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 9.2, 1962, 33-35*
Ref.: SAI

‘Thaung Win, Patricia
Moulmein to Toungoo 108 years ago..
in: *Guardian* (Rangoon, ISSN 0434-7595) 9.1, 1962, 27-28*
Ref.: SAI

‘Thaung
Burmese kingship in theory and in practice during the reign of King Mindon.
in: *Journal of the Burmese Research Society* (Rangoon, ISSN 0304-2227) 42.2, 1959, 171-185*
Ref.: SAI

‘Thaung
Panthay interlude in Yunnan : a study in vicissitudes through the Burmese kaleidoscope.
in: *BRSFAP* 1.61, 473-483*
Ref.: SAI

‘Thaung
Public administration in Burma.
D: HD-SAI(pol 53 C 292)*

‘Thaw Ka
"Ta Ai Sa" festival / Maung Thaw Ka
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

‘Thaw Ka
Burma's off shore exploratory oilwell no.1 / Maung Thaw Ka
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Industry ; Mining
Ref.: BAS

‘Thaw Ka
Hey, ghosts on the mountain / Maung Thaw Ka
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Work
Ref.: BAS

‘Thaw Ka
Hey, ghosts on the mountain.
in: *Forward* 11.11, 1973, 12-5*
Ref.: SAI

‘Thaw Ka
Show down at Setsan Creek / Maung Thaw Ka
Subject(s): Burma : Politics & Government ; Military Conflict
Ref.: BAS

‘Thaw Ka
Show down at Setsan Creek.
in: *Forward* 11.7, 1972, 9-14*
Ref.: SAI

‘Thaw Ka
Ta Ai Sa festival.
in: Forward 9.11, 1971, 12-15*
Ref.: SAI

‘Thaw Ka
The early art of Burma : surviving traditions from Pagan and Mandalay.
D: HD-SAI(pol 60 C 97 SD* reg 60 A 48)*

‘Thaw Kaun
Post-colonial society and culture / by U Than Htut and U Thaw Kaung
US: CU(Kroch DS527.9 .C66x 1998b+)

‘Thaw Kaung
A time to visit Myanmar / Thaw Kaung
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 2.6, 1997, 67-72
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Industry ; Tourism
Ref.: BAS

‘Thaw Kaung
Amarapura and the immortal beauty of Lake Taung Tha Man / Thaw Kaung
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 3.4, 1998, 49-54
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

‘Thaw Kaung
‘Ayedawbon kyan,’ an important Myanmar literary genre recording historical events / U Thaw Kaung
in: Journal of the Siam Society (Bangkok) 88.1-2, 2000, 21-33
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Burma : History ; By Period ; Antiquity to 1752 ; Sources
Ref.: BAS

‘Thaw Kaung
Bago: ancient city with renewed splendour [Pegu] / Thaw Kaung
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 3.6, 1996, 66-69
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

‘Thaw Kaung
Beikthano, Vishnu City: an ancient Pyu centre / Thaw Kaung
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 2.6, 1997, 73-79
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Industry ; Tourism ; Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

‘Thaw Kaung
Chaungtha Beach: a new seaside resort / Thaw Kaung
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 2.3, 1996, 24-26
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Industry ; Tourism ; Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

‘Thaw Kaung
Innwa, the renowned capital / Thaw Kaung
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 2.5, 1997, 55-58
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

‘Thaw Kaung
Kanthayar, the new pleasant beach resort / Thaw Kaung
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 3.1, 1998, 40-46
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Industry ; Tourism
Ref.: BAS

‘Thaw Kaung
King Kyansitha's pagodas at Bagan / Thaw Kaung
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 3.4, 1998, 55-60
Subject(s): Burma : History ; By Period ; Antiquity to 1752 ; Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

‘Thaw Kaung
Mawlamyine: the old and the new / Thaw Kaung
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 4.9, 1996, 64-68
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

‘Thaw Kaung
Mirrored in short stories : some glimpses of Myanmar life and society in the 20th century / Thaw Kaung
in: Traditions of knowledge in Southeast Asia / Ministry of Education, Union of Myanmar, Myanmar Historical Commission[. – Yangon : Myanmar Historical Commission,
Subject(s): Intellectual life.; Kings and rulers ; Civilization
D: B-SBB(1 A 573434:1-3
GB: OUL(IND Burma 11 d 37,1-2)
SOAS: 1 (G901/946730)
SG: ISEAS(DS523.2 T761

‘Thaw Kaung
Monywa and places of interest nearby / Thaw Kaung
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 4.1, 1999, 55-58
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

‘Thaw Kaung
Mrauk-U, the ancient capital of Rakhine state / Thaw Kaung
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

‘Thaw Kaung
Myanmar traditional manuscripts and their preservation and conservation / by U Thaw Kaung
in: Myanmar historical research journal (Rangoon) 1995 Nov 1, p.241-273 : illus
Subject(s): Manuscripts – Pali ; Manuscripts - Burmese
GB : Wellcome Library - Onsite store / Special collec-
Thaw Kaung
Myinkaba, Bagan: its legends and historic pagodas / Thaw Kaung
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 4.2, 1999, 54-59
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

Thaw Kaung
Ngapali Beach and Thandwe / Thaw Kaung
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 2.3, 1996, 29-31
Subject(s): Burma : Economics ; Industry ; Tourism ; Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

Thaw Kaung
Offering of Thin-bok Swoon, a Rakhine Buddhist festival / Thaw Kaung
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 4.2, 1999, 36-39
Subject(s): Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Social Customs ; Burma : Philosophy & Religion ; Buddhism
Ref.: BAS

Thaw Kaung
Picturesque and enchanting Myanmar / U Thaw Kaung
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 5.12, 1996, 62-65
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel ; Burma : Economics ; Industry ; Tourism
Ref.: BAS

Thaw Kaung
Pindaya and its ancient caves / Thaw Kaung
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 2.4, 1997, 21-24
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

Thaw Kaung
Post-colonial society and culture / by U Than Htut and U Thaw Kaung
US: CU(Kroch DS527.9 .C66x 1998b+)

Thaw Kaung
Post-Colonial society and culture : reflections in Myanmar novels of the last 50 years / by U Than Htut and U Thaw Kaung.
Subject(s): Burma : Civilization ; Burmese literature - History and criticism.
GB: SOAS(GB890 /808672

Thaw Kaung
Pyay and Thayekhittaya: twin capitals of ancient Myanmar / Thaw Kaung
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 2.5, 1997, 59-62
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

Thaw Kaung
Sagaing, the ancient capital / Thaw Kaung
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 2.4, 1997, 17-20
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

Thaw Kaung
Shwebo, the first capital of the last dynasty / Thaw Kaung
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 1.3, 1997, 54-59
Subject(s): Burma : History ; By Period ; 1752-1947
Ref.: BAS

Thaw Kaung
Some Myanmar historical fiction and their historical context / U Than Htut ; U Thaw Kaung
in: Manusya : journal of humanities (Bangkok) special issue 5, 2003, 95-106
Subject(s): Burma : Literature ; Fiction ; Studies & Criticism
Ref.: BAS

Thaw Kaung
Taunggyi, capital of the Shan state / Thaw Kaung
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 5.2, 2000, 55-59
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel
Ref.: BAS

Thaw Kaung
The industrious Inthas of Inle Lake / Thaw Kaung
Subject(s): Burma : Geography ; Description & Travel ; Burma : Anthropology & Sociology ; Ethnic Groups ; Intha
Ref.: BAS

Thaw Kaung
The ‘Ramayana’ drama in Myanmar / U Thaw Kaung
in: Journal of the Siam Society (Bangkok) 90.1-2, 2002, 137-148
Subject(s): Burma : Literature
Ref.: BAS

Thaw Kaung
Yangon University celebrates its Diamond Jubilee / Thaw Kaung
in: Myanmar perspectives (Yangon) 2.3, 1996, 56-59
Subject(s): Burma : Education ; Higher Education
Ref.: BAS

Thaw Kaung
Myanmar biographical writings in the twentieth century / U Than Htut and U Thaw Kaung
‘Thaw Kaung
Myanmar historic earthenware / Myo Thant Tyn & U Thaw Kaung
Subject(s): Singapore Symposium on Premodern Southeast Asian Earthenwares < Singapore 1998.07.09-11>
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